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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 4, 1902

MEETING
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Half a Dozen City Orators Exercised
Their Lungs.
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"It was better than a political
meeting, more lively and interest- ing than a circus, and productive
of no special good, as It will ere- ate factions," is the way a certain
veil known business gentleman,
and always a liberal subscriber
to the territorial fair fund, char- acterized the meeting held last
night upstairs over Zeiger's Cafe,
"and some one is responsible for
the existing conditions, as the
meeting was" called for the pur- pose of electing a president of the
fair association and not for any
other business, according to the
card mailed out by Secretary
Emil Mann."
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Pursuant to postal cards mailed out
by Emll Mann, the young man elected
two weeks ago secretary of the New
Mexico Territorial Fair association,
thirty-eigh- t
enthusiastic advocates and
fair workers assembled upstairs over
Zeiger's Cafe last night.
It was evident, by looking over the
meeting that the Retail Merchants' as-

sociation had finally got in line, and
was out in force, showing that they
were going to have a voice In certain
fair matters. As the meeting was a
public gathering, and Is the talk of the
town today, no one who participated
in the lively debates and cross-cuttinremarks can surely. object- - a full account of the meeting.
At 8:13 o'clock, Alfred Orunsfeld
moved, - the motion being seconded,
that the secretary call the meeting to
order, which Mr. Mann promptly did,
and suggested that a temporary chairman be named.
A. Everltt moved, seconded by B.
Spitz, that B. Ruppe act as temporary
chairman, which motion was carried.
Mr. Everltt then asked that the secretary read the minutes of the meeting
held a short time ago.
This is the
meeting presided over by O. N. Marron
as vice president and at which P. F.
McCanna. the retiring secretary, nominated Emil Mann for the office.
After the reading of the minutes,
Mr. Everltt moved, seconded by B.
Spitz, that the entire proceedings of
that meeting be expunged from record, and that the present gathering
proceed to the election of a new board
of directors and new officers.
At this stage in the proceedings,
Mr. Marron, the vice president of the
fair of last year and who presided over
the meeting of two weeks ago, made
bis appearance, and from that time
until adjournment the meeting was a
lvely, stormy one, for Mr. Marron sustained the actions of the meeting over
which he presided and at which Mr.
Mann was elected secretary. In heated
but eloquent words, while the opposition, led by Mr. Everltt, made It equally as warm.
Mr. Everltt moved, seconded by Alfred Grunsfeld, that the meeting proceed to elect a new board of directors
consisting of twenty members.
Mr. Marron moved that the board of
directors elected at the meeting a
short time ago be chosen again. The
motion led to some discussion, and
the motion was lost, after which the
following directors were chosen:
B. Spitz, A. Everltt. O. N. Marron, O.
A. Matson, A. Grunsfeld, W. L. Trimble. Joe Barnett. Wm. Farr, Wm. Mcln-toBh- ,
J. A. Weinmann, Frank Wilson,
James Eakln, F. H. Strong, David
Weinmann, F. A. Sturges, A. Harsch,
"W. T. McCrelght. A. A. Trimble, J. W.
Edwards and Maynard Gunsul.
Here the secretary announced that
twenty names had been selected, but a
motion prevailed to keep on adding
and the following members were added to the board of directors:
Emil Mann. O. Bachechl, C. F. Myers, Jos. T. Johnston. G. L. Brooks. L.
C. Brooks, A. Faber, George K. Neher,
Dr. W, V. Wolvln. Dr. J. F. Pearce. D.
H. Boatrlsht. P. F. McCanna, M. Man-delFrank McKee, D. A. Macpherson,
C. C. Hall. Solonum Luna. M. W. Flour-noW. S. Strlckler, Noa Ilfeld, G. F.
Albright. B. Ruppe, Frank Ackerman,
David Weiller, Sol Benjamin, W. P.
Metcalf, J. H. O'Rielly, George Blake,
J H. Pegue. A. Roaenwald, F. G. Pratt.
Loiua Ilfeld, E. L.
Mr. Everltt moved that the meeting
proceed to the election of a president
md named C. C. Hall for the office.
W. L. Trimble, in an enhusiastic

speech, moved that a salary of $500 be
paid to the president.
The chair, noticing the motions getting In a tangled mess, stated to Mr.
Everltt that he would consider his motion to elect a president, but that nominations were not yet in order.
The motion being carried, Mr. Everltt nominated C. C. Hall for president; Joe Barnett nominated W. I
Trimble, and Alfred Orunsfeld named
J. A. Weinmann.
Messrs. Trimble and Weinmann
withdrew their names, leaving the
field wide open for Mr. Hall, who was
elected to the presidency, but several
muttered that it was not known that
Mr. Hall would accept.
Mr. Everltt then rose and stated
that for the past four years the scheme
of one man acting as president and
secretary, and employing his own assistant worked well, and he would
therefore move that a salary of $500
be paid to the president and that he
appoint his own secretary and stenographer, paying him what he desired
cut of his salary.
This motion was seconded by B.
Spitz, but before, being put to the
meeting Mr. Marron was on his feet,
protesting against the assertion of
Mr. Everltt. He stated that he was
president of the fair two years ago,
and that he worked as hard as anyone
to make the fair a success. The only
time that a president was paid, and he'
to pay bis assistant or stenographer
out of his salary, was at the time the
people desired a change and that was
at the street fair and carnival.
Lively debates followed between
Messrs. Marron and Everltt, with honors about even, when Alfred Grunsfeld threw out a bomb shell and moved
that $500 salary be paid each the president and secretary.
This motion was seconded by W. L.
Trimble, who emphasized his remarks
by stating that the secretary be paid
$500 salary and no more for his work.
Here Mr. Marron tumbled to the fact
(Continued on pagj five.)
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Washington, Dec. 4. Soon after the
senate met today Senator Beveridge
read the resolutions of a convention
composed of delegates from Oklahoma
and Indian Territory, favoring the admission of both territories as one state
and opposing the house omnibus bill.
On motion of Mr. Stewart, of Nevada, a concurrent resolution was adopted calling on the president for the papers In the Plus fund case, recently decided at The Hague.
At 12:30 p. m., on motion of Mr.
Hoar, of Massachusetts,
the senate
went Into executive session.
At 1:05 p. m. the senate adjourned
until Monday next.

BURNED TO DEATH

Will Lay the Cable.
San Francisco, Dee. 4. The British
steamer Sllverton, which is to lay the
cable between this city and Honolulu,
arrived here today from London, after
a voyage of eighty days.
New York Money.
New York. Dec. 4. Money on call
firm at 6 6
per cent Silver, 47.
INJURED

CONDUCTOR.

Report From the Hospital is That His
Condition is Favorable.

Pension Appropriation Bill.
Washington,
Dec.
The house MORE PARTICULARS ABOUT ACCIDENT
has
committee on appropriations
agreed upon the pension appropriation
bill. It appropriates $139,847,600, which
The press of the city chronicled the
Is $5,370 more than for the current
accident in which Conductor C. J.
year.
was Injured yesterday as occurring in the local yards, which was
Death of Minister to Japan.
Washington, Dec. 4. The Japanese a mistake. The accident occurred just
minister called at the state depart- north of the bridge, n few miles this
ment in haste today to communicate to side of Lamy. The bridge burned a
Secretary Hay a cablegram that he short time past and was Only temporbad received from the minister for for- arily repaired. A man is kept there to
eign affairs at Toklo, dated today, watch the bridge and every train stops
stating that while United States Min- before crossing and watts for a signal
the bridge Is
ister Buck was- hunting this morning from the watchman
he was taken suddenly ill and expired. safe. It was while the trata made the
stop that Artholeny was hurt. In the
Presidential Appointments.
few moments the train stopped he had
Washington, Dec. 4. The president gone between the cars and was taking
today sent the following nominations up some slack In a chain that held the.
to the senate:
cars together, the brakeman not know
Robert M. McWade, of Pennsylva- ing that he was between the cars, gave
nia, (new consul), to be consul general the signal for the engineer to go ahead
at Canton, China; Martin P. Knapp, of as the watchman had 'reported the
New York, interstate commerce com- bridge all right. Artholeny was kneelmissioner, (reappointment;) George ing over the chain and when the train
W. Ellis, of Kansas, secretary of the pulled up the chain was drawn tight.
legation at Monrovia, Liberia. Also a He was caught between it and the car
large number of army promotions and and crushed.
appointments.
The accident occurred about 10
o'clock in the morning and it was
Holmes Confirmed.
Washington, Dec. 4. The senate has three hours before he received sur
gical treatment. A report from the
confirmed the selection of Hon. Oliver
Santa Fe Pacific hospital received late
be
an
Wendell Holmes to
associate
afternoon gives Conductor Arthis
justice of the supreme court of the
tholeny'
condition favorable to reUnited States.
covery.
Military Bill.
Seeks Control of Halibut Market
Washington,
Dec. 4. The senate
Boston, Dec. 4. The Atlantic Halicommittee on military affairs met today for the purpose of taking up the but company of Gloucester, which is
bill for ine reorganization of the mil- interested in the halibut fisheries of
itia and listened to representations in the Pacific, haB decided to increase its
support of the measure by Secretary western business, with the idea of controlling the trade in western fish In
Root and General Carter.
the eastern markets. The Internation
al Fish company has just been organ
New Maccabee Officers.
Albuquerque Tent, No. 10, Knights ized for this purpose. The plans proof the Maccabees, met last night and vide for the building of many addielected the following officers for 1903: tional steamers to fish for halibut in
Past commander, C. A. Hawks; sir the Pacific.
knight commander, B. Ruppe; sir
Furnace Building Records Broken,
knight lieutenant commander, Eugene
Pittsburg, Dec. 4. All records in
Murray; sir knight record keeper, M.
the
building will
O'Donnell; finance keeper, H. C. Pick-ard- ; have history of furnace
by the Carnegie
broken
been
chaplain, W. E. Kerr; physician, Steel company tomorrow,
which Is the
J. F. Pearce and Easterday; sergeant, day set for
the blowing In of the new
S. W. Muggley; master at arms, H. C.
"J" furnace with the Edgar Thomas
Webb; first master of the guards, R. A. plant at Braddock. Work on the furMiller; second master of the guards, nace was started loss than three
William Weincke; sentinel, W. C. Bur- months ago. After It was learned by
gess; picket, Alvln Pohle.
the company that none of the contractThe installation will take place the ing firms who build furnaces would
first meeting in January.
undertake the task in the time desired
An enjoyable smoker took place it was concluded to establish a preceafter the election.
dent and have the company's own
workmen do It. The success of the
POLICE COURT.
venture. It is said, will result In the
United
States Steel corporation buildHard Luck Tale Told by Three Poorly
ing all its furnaces w ith its own men.
Clad Wanderers.
Police court had three men this
Commercial Men to Dine.
morning poorly dressed in working-men'- s
Nashville, Tenn., Dec. 4. Arrangegarb, who told a story of bard ments on an elaborate scale have been
work and no money. They had been completed for the annual banquet of
working east of here for a railroad the Nashville chamber of commerce,
contractor named Wallace who beats which takes place tonight at the Maxall of the poor wanderers who engage well house. Covers will be laid for 400
work with bim to earn a few dollars. guests and the speaker of the evening
These men had been working for some will be William S. Harvey, the new
time and when they wanted their president of the Commercial Museums
money he refused to pay them. The of Philadelphia.
story Is backed by many reports of the
Chicago Grain Market.
same treatment of other workmen. A
Chicago, III.. Di e. 4 Wheat Dec,
fight took place last week in which
73i73'4c; May. Tr.'i S75Tic.
Wallace bad a narrow escape from
Corn Dec, 54V Jan., 47T&C
He attempted to get away
May, 32c.
Oats Dec, 30if:
on a train. When the men learned of It
Iard Jan., $16.5; May, $15.40.
they got on both sides of the train
Pork Dec, $1m.s;.; Jan., $9.80.
and pulled bim off. But with numerous
Ribs
Jan., $8.37'-- j : May. J8.25.
promises they let him oft. The southwest Is flooded by men in adverse cir
Subscribe for the Citizen.
.
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Considerable Agitation Among

cumstances, who have been shipped
out by the railroads, and when they
fall to get their paltry wages it places
them in a bad position. The judge was
very considerate after hearing of their
Oklahoma and Indian Territory tough luck, voucheu for by a gentle- Horrible Fire in Lincoln Hotel
man who Is connected with the road,
and they were told to get work or
in City ot Chicago.
Want One State.
leave town. Wallace is a contractor
employed by the Santa Fe to repair the
road bed, and they are not responsible
SENATE ADJOURNS TILL MONDAY for his dishonest treatment of the men FOURTEEN UYES REPORTED LOST
he employs. Yet It seems that injustice of this kind should be stopped.
One of the men stated that Wallace
House Committee Agrees Upon Pen- employed mostly foreigners and was Quick Work on Gould Road Between
it
seldom they received any money for
Memphis and New Orleans.
sion Appropriation Bill.
their work. He had only been with
the gang of workmen under Wallace
four days and when he saw how things PROHIBITION. IN ONTARIO PROVINCE
MINISTER TO JAPAN IS DEAD
were going he hit out.

FAVOR OKLAHOMA

MATTHEW TALKS.

The milk situation Is practically unchanged since council meeting held
Monday night. The dairymen maintain
the stand taken at that meeting and
threaten the city with a milk famine if
the ordinance proposed is passed.
They claim that the clause in the ordinance taxing them $1.60 per cow, is
unjust and that taey have agreed
among themselves that if the ordinance Is passed they will not bring
their milk to the city. They claim
that under the ordinance as It stands
and at a tax of $1.5u per cow, they are
paying for the inspection of the cows
owned in the city.
J. E. Matthews, proprietor of the
Jersey dairy north of the city near the
Indian schools, and one of the largest
dairies furnishing milk tor the city,
was seen by a Citizen reporter and
talked freely on the subject of the new
dairy ordinance imposed by the city.
"I think there should be certain'laws
and restrictions governing a dairy furnishing milk to a city," said Mr. Matthews. "And I think that the ordinance
in question is all right in a great many
ways. I am willing to pay a small tax,
but the tax of $1.50 per cow is too
much. Such a tax will take all the
profit from the business. And, I don't
think it fair to all owners of milk
cows. A person owning fifty cows
under the ordinance pays $75 a year,
a person owning one cow pays $1.50:
$1.50 won't pay for the Inspection of
the premises of the owner of the one
cow; $75 will pay for the inspection of
several places, and it can be easily
seen that the big dairymen pay for the
inspection of tba premises of the
smaller cow owners."
When asked what he thought of the
clause in regard to the employment
at dairies of help affected with tuberculosis, Mr. Matthews said tuat he
thought that that was a good law and
should be enforced.
Mr. Matthews wag asked what the
dairymen would do with their milk if
they should strike, and he did not
know. He said that they could make
butter, but did not know what they
would do with the butter, as the ordinance provides that they should sell
no produce in the city unless the regular tax wes paid. He said that the
city council favored the Kansas dairies
in that respect, rne dairymen have
agreed to take no step toward cutting
off the city's milk supply until after
the next meeting of the council, which
will occur a week from next Monday,
and not then unless the ordinance presented at Monday's meeting is en
forced.
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New York Metal.
York, Dec. 4. Lead Quiet;
Copper Quiet; $11.65.

New

$4.13.

City Marshal

David Bzca.

8t. Lou la Wool.
St. Louis. Dec. 4. Wool Quiet;
territory and western medium, 17
19c; fine, 1217V6c; coarse, 1216c. PHILADELPHIA
Railroad Wreck.
Coshocton, Ohio, Dec. 4. A Panhan
die work train and a Toledo Valley ft
Ohio engine and caboose collided near
Coshocton today. Engineer Veo, of
Toledo, was killed Instantly and seven
trainmen were hurt. Conductor Arm
strong, of Columbus, was seriously in

Shoots sad Kills

No New

CLERK

SUICCES

Developments in the

Astir- i'

cite Coal Controversy.
THE

CONDITION

REE.

OF

jured.

Chicago, 111., Dec. 4. Fourteen persons met death in a Ore in the Lincoln
hotel, 178 Madison street, at 6 o'clock
this morning. All the bodies have
been recovered. Very little damage
was done to the hotel, but the smoke
was so dense that the persons who
met their death were overcome and
died before assistance could reach
them. Many jumped from the fourth
story windows or tried to save themselves by trying to climb down the fire
eecape in the front of the building,
only to lose tneir grasp on the cold
Iron bars and fall to the street The
persons sleeping In the rear of the
building on the top floors had no
chance for their Uvea. A narrow stairway leading to all floors of the structure was afire and the escape of the
lodgers in the rear of the building was
cut off. All but fourteen of the guests
at the hotel were out of town persons.
The hotel was filled. Shortly after the
lire broke out the firemen rushed up
the stairway into the place and began
the work of rescue. Men, women and
children were carried down ladders,
fire escapes and smoke filled halls.
Twenty-fiv- e
to thirty persons had
climbed down the fire escape to the
street. All were in their night clothing.

The dead: H. K. Woods, Lebanon,
Ind.; H. B. glocum,
years old, Ocan-da- .
nr.; Samuel Yocum and L C.
believed to be brothers, Davenport, Iowa; M. M. Handy. Janesvllle,
Wis.; F. L. Ewlng, Marietta, Ohio; A.
B Coon, Maringo, HI.; Ward Lowe,
Minneapolis; P. W. Carey, Bueyrus,
Ohio; Ed Toner, Milwaukee; B. F. Bos- well, Chicago. Three others were unidentified.
From what could be learned from
persons who escaped from the building
it appears that the fire waa accident
ally started, probably by dropping a
lighted cigar on the carpet on the hall
way on the second floor. The smouldering fire filled the building with
heavy smoke and several were suffo
cated.
Many of the bodies were found in
the beds in positions as If in slumber.
Others were found in the hallways
lying face downward In positions that
mutely portrayed how they had vainly
endeavored to save their Uvea. Some
were half clad and others wore nothing but night clothing. It was by
means of articles and letters in the
pockets of what little clothing some
of the dead persons wore that many
identifications were made.
Yc-cu- m,

QUICK WORK.
Gould Railroad Between Memphis and

New Orleans Almost Completed.
Memphis, Tenn., Dec. 4. Work on
the Gould line down the western bank
of the Mississippi between Memphis
and New Orleans, known as the Memphis, Helena & Louisiana railroad, is
making phenomenal progress, and it is
said that it will be in operation between Tripp Junction, near Arkansas
City, Ark., and Concordia, La., straight
down the river by February of next
year. At Concordia a connection Is
made with the new northern extension
of the Texas & raclflc, while at Tripp
Junction, the Iron Mountain Line
from Little Rock to Arkansas City is
tapped. After the opening of the portion of the line Indicated, Little Rock
and contiguous territory will have a
through short line to NewOrleans along
a water level over the Gould roads. It
:e not expected that the direct connection into this city will be completed
short of eighteen months.
Phohibition in Ontario.
Toronto, Ontario, Dec. 4. Upon the
referendum vote that Is being taken
today in Ontario will depend the fate
of the prohibition law in the province.
The various temperance organizations,
aided by the Presbyterians and Methodists, have waged an active campaign
and hopes are expressed that as a result of the balloting every bar room
in Ontario will be forced to close Its
doors.

Wreck of the Progreso.
San Francisco, Dec. 4. No attempt
has ben made as yet to recover the
bodies of any of the workmen who
were kllle-- . In the explosion on board
the steamer Progreso yesterday. The
wrecked hulk remains half submerged
alongside the docks, but apparently no
attempt will be made to survey the
wreck this morning or to recover the
bodies which are almost sure to be
found in her shattered engine room.

FRIGHTFUL DEATH.
Locomotive Employe Killed by the
Result of Practical Joke.
New York, Dec. 4. Harry Wright,
an employe of a locomotive works in
Paterson, N. J., died today as a result
of a practical joke played on him by
five of his fellow workmen.
They
were arrested charged with causing
his death. It is alleged that "they
blew up" Wright with a pneumatic air
pump having a pressure of 110 pounds
to the square Inch. The young man's
stomach became greatly distended and
after several hours of great suffering
he died.'

Special to The Cltlien.
".
Socorro, N. M., Dec. 4. David
Baca, of this city, was allot and
V killed in the lobby of the Windsor
X hotel last nlcht at 7 o'clock br
X City Marshal Phillip Baca,
The men were bitter personal
X enemies and had trouhln ttefnr
they met in front of the hotel of-nee wnere tne snooting commeno- X ed. ' The dead man. aftar twi- nX wounded in the hip attempted to
escape through the hotel office
ana was pursued by the city mar- shal and killed while attempting
X to escape by the stairway. The
inauest Will b held tndav and th
funeral will take 'place, tomorrow.
The deceased was a member of
the Socorro Hose company and
of the national aruard. who will
X attend the funeral in
body. ,
X
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COMMITTED SUICIDE.
Treasurer of a Philadelphia

Banking

firm Kills Himself. ',

'

Phlladelpha.
Dec. 4. Howard ' T. "
Goodwin, treasurer of the Colombia1
Minns company, and confidential clerk
of the firm of J. Casiatt
Co., bankers and broken, committed snlclde la
the office of that firm In. the Arcade
"SWEATIKG" KOOE.
building. Fifteenth and Market street!, '
some time, during; last nght by (booting himself in the head, e waa found
early today lying on a lounge in the '
The Important Prisoner at Ccunfy rear office by one of
the watchmen
employed in the building. At the of-- i
Jail Undergoing Another Quizzing
nee or cassatt
Co. It is said that
no cause la known for the suicide.

coa controversy,

SOME FACTS IN CASE.

1

Another "sweatbox" session took
place at the county Jail this morning,
in which Munroe, the notorious safe
robber, and Ferrel and Myers, suspects
of the clean scoops in the southwest,
changed their stories and confessed of
having been at Las Vegas, which they
have stubuornly denied at every sweating.

Marshal Cartrlght and Will Stewart,
who ia connected with the electric railway of Las Vegas, arrived in the city
this morning and in company with
Marshal McMlllln visited the county
jail. As soon as they saw the three
prisoners they identified them as the
same men who were seen around Las
Vegas the day before the sensational
safe robbery at that city.
Ferrell had been arrested for being
drunk, but as there was no evidence
against him as being connected with
the robbery he was released. Munroe
and Myers had been seen around the
city, but they kept out of trouble and
were not placed in the clutches of the
law.
Previous to the arrival of Marshal
Cartrlght and Mr. Epperson, the three
prisoners denied having been in Las
Vegas for nearly four years, but Marshal McMlllln had corresponded with
the marshal of Las Vegas and had also
sent photographs, but the only way by
which he could get a confession out
of the prisoners was to have them con
fronted by these gentlemen from Las
Vegas. Munroe stated to the marshal
this morning that after he first said
he had never been in Las Vegas be
would not tell another story until It
was absolutely necessary.
Myers was first arrested on the same
night that Munroe was put in the toils,
but was released after serving a sen
tence for vagrancy. About two hours
after he was arrested with two others
who had In their possession several
hack saws. They were all locked up
and have received several sweatings
but nothing important has developed,
with the exception that Myers was
seen at I.as Vegas with Munroe and
Ferrell. Mr. Stewart, who had charge
of the construction work, bad talked
with Munroe and Ferrell, who were
not seen after tho safe cracking.
The police authorities believe they
have the men who did the work here
and at other places in the southwest,
but a connecting link is needed. The
man with the loot is wanting and they
do not think it will be long until he
will be captured.

Monument to Kosciusko.
Milwaukee. Wis., Dec. 4. The Kos
ciusko Monument association announced today the close of the competition
Pickled
for designs for the handsome monu- - Market

lamb

tongues.

,

X

Nothing New in Way of Settling tn
Anthracite Coal Controversy.
Scranton. Dec. 4. Ther
nn
velopmenta this mornlno- - look in- ward a settlement outside of the
of the existing differences be--,
tween the mine workers and their
Rumors of peace are still
current, but none or the attorneys on ,
either side profess to have any Information on the subject. It Is hoped by
the strike commission that the attorneys will find a way to expedite the
hearing. The lawyers have held sey- conferences and it is likely they
will soon come to some understand-

,.

com-missi- on

ing.

CONDITION OF REED.
in No Serious Danger from

His Sickness.
Washineon. Dec. 4. Former flnuk.
er Thomas B. Reed, who Is 111 at the
Arlington hotel in this city, passed a
reasonably comfortable night When
the physicians called this mornln
they found that the symptoms of ap
pendices which developed yesterday
had abated somewhat but on the rnn.
trary there were Indications or kidney
complications.
These complications
are due, they say, to the fact that for
two or three days Mr. Reed had
subsisting on practically a liquid diet.
largely cnarapagne. The effect of this
would be to induce a little kldnev
trouble so that the present complica
tions are not considered as serious.
Mrs. Reed and her daughter. Miss
Kittle, who arrived laBt evenlnr am as.
fured that the present condition of
Mr. Reed is not alarming.

hn

Another Fair Meeting.
'Ihe president and secretary of the
fair association elected last night de
sire a meeting of the directors tomor
row (Friday) evening, at 8 o'clock.
over Zeiger'B Cafe. A full attendance
Is requested, as matters of Importance
will be up for discussion.

Ohio Congress of Mothers.
Columbus. Dec. 4. Drawn together
by their common desire to develnn
better parenthood, childhood and home
lire, representative men and women
have gathered In Columbus from many
parts of the state to take part In the
proceedings of the first Ohio congress
of mothers. The congress began Its
sessions today and will continue
through tomorrow. Prominent among
the participants are Dr. Starr Cadwa-lade- r,
of Cleveland. Dr. Washington
Gladden, of Columbus, and President
San Jose Thompson, of the Ohio State

'
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THE ALBITQITEKQUR DAlL

la the world for a cough

THK HBST ThlM!

in the world for a cough Is a

HUCli DISPUTED QUhSTION
tor

A Cold Wave.
The forecast of sudden changes in
the weather serves notice that a hoarse
Opposite Alvsrado Hotel
voice and a heavy cough may invade
the sanctity of health in your home.
cgate Flynn, of Oklahoma, has been Cautious Deonle have a bottle of One
assured that the bill admitting Okla- Minute Couch Cure always at hand.
homa and the Indian Territory would E. H. Wise, Madison. Ga., writes: "I
ha nmmnflv nasRPil hv the senate and lam Indebted to One Minute Cough
the amendment concurred In by the Cure for my present good health, and
house. He has refused, however, to probably my life." It cures coughs,
break the alliance made at the begin- - colds, LaOrippe, bronchitis, pneumonia
ning of the last session, and will Insist and all throat and lung troubles, one
upon the claims of the three territories Minute Cough Cure cuts the phlegm,
bcine considered In one bill. He win draws out the inflammation, neaia anu
oppose the proposition to Include the soothes the mucous membranes and
Indian Territory as a part or OKia- - strengthens the lungs. J. a. u Kieny
hums at this time, and will be sup & Co. B. II. Briggs & Co.
ported in this by officials of the Inter
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
ior department.
Delegate Flynn. of Oklahoma, had a
Appointed by Governor Deaf
conference with the president with ref- Notaries Dumb Asylum Capitol
and
bill.
It
erence to the statehood
Commission.
is known that the president is In favor
Governor Otero appointed Louis
of the admission of the three territo Champie,
of Redrock, Grant county,
ries. He has no fear but that all three
Abrego, of Clyde, Socorro
and
Evarlsto
be
will
admitted,
of the states, when
public.
county,
notaries
republican.
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hla miner may be found on
rnUa
la at Washington In theQ.olfloe of our
Bigger, 18
E.
mrnwponilriit,
emerla
K street N. W.. waaningion u. v
n

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
THE

l
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THEY ARE BLOWING OUR CALL TO CHRISTMAS BUYERS.
ATTRACTIVE HOLIDAY DISPLAY AWAITS YOUR INSPECTION. WE ARE GLAD TO WELCOME VISITORS AND PLEASED
TO SHOW OUR GOODS.

OUR

..

lupsioe Foundry
R. P. HALL,

.THE RACKET....

M.

Saving

The

TH 1ST.
Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

El

SYSTEM.
31

One Fare for
and January

One Fare Plus Two Dollars for the

ROUND TRIP.
Dates of Sale, December 13,
Limit 30 days from date of sale.
call on or address
HEALY,
H.
T.
Ticket Agent,
El Paso, Texas.
A. N. BROWN, G. P. A., E.

Final Return
For rates, time tables or other

17, 21, 22, 23, 26, 1902.

H. F. COX, General Agent.
City Office in Sheldon Hatel
P.-N.-

System, El Paso, Texas.

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

9

80 in Mexico City

WOMAN'S RISK

is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations
Call on or address.

points in Mexico.

g
3

W. C. MEAD,
W. D. MURDOCK,
C. A., El Paso. A. Q. Ml P. A., Mexico

to

(Ul

C R. HUDSON,
O. F. ft P.

PRESENT8 SOME VERY ATTRACTIVE
OPENINGS FOR FARMING AND STOCK

A. D. JOHNSON

RAISING.
IF YOU'RE INTERESTED, ASK FOR
A COPY
OF OUR BOOKLET, "THE
NORTH PLATTE VALLEY." IT'S FREE.

WELL-MAKIN-

A. Morelli & Bros.

cloth-boun-

d

U4W.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

(O

North Platte
Valley, Nebraska,

y

E. WALKER

s;

o

The Mexican Central

The ICEBERG

Merchant
Tailors.

o
0
o

This "Paris ot Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level ot the sea, and the heat ot the lower altitudes Is never
Anuough not generally known summer la the very,
experienced.
,
best ct seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana,"
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so a
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nig-i- S lovely.
o
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of onr o
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy morns
ings, and the cooling sea breezes of day, one becomes so entranced o
country
forget
never
undor
trip
beauty
his
as
to
of this
with the
"The White Umbrella."
o
o
o

THE ARCADE

The Largest and Best
in New Mexico

rn

THROUGH ROUND TRIP TICKETS

m

es

Paso-Northeaste-

Will also be on sale to points In the Southeast also to various point
in Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas, Colorado, Nebraska,
Iowa
Minnesota, 8outh Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin,
and Northen IJIinoia at rate of

It

Mausard's Mills,

120 W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque,

Local rate between all points on the System
Round Trip. Tickets on sale December 23, 24, 25, 30,
1. Limit, January 3, 1903.

-

I

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

RATES VIA

The Metropolitan

10-1- 8

ELMO

HOLIDAY EXCURSION

Pratt & Co.

Sat-trul-

Proprietor

SAMPLE AND CLUB ROOF.

h

F. G.

and Machine Works

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a : Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOUNDRY 8IDE RAILROAD TRACK

&

1

N.

Whistles?

Do You Hear Those

....

Coo-wa-

Of ALBUQUERQUfc.

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE RAILWAY

Giaesiscr,
Tailor.

u

COMMERCE

OF

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President
W, 8. STRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
SOLOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
WM. MclNTOSH
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE

Store of Albuquerque
Term of Subscription.
Money -W.OO
Daily, I f mall, one year
no
I.
Dally, by mail, six months
D. H. BOATRIGHT
1.60
.
0
Iaily, by mall, three months
60
Daily, by mall, one month
.
one month
Ially, by carrier, per
Deaf and Dumb Asylum.
100
year.........
Weekly, by mall,
TAKEN SERIOUSLY.
delivered In
The board of trustees of the deaf and
The Dally ClUsen will be 10
smelling
Beverldge's
When
Senator
per
rent
rate of
PROFE8IONAL CARDS
the cliyor atrertheto lew
dumb asylum, composed of the follow
cents per moirai, wuen committee 'vtsted Las Vegas the ubusI
Win.
ing members, met at the office of the
Mid monthlT. These ratea are lea than
were
peace
MINING ENGINEER.
Fe: R. J. Palen,
secretary
those tf any other dally paper In the ter- - number of Justices of the
at
Santa
rttory
summoned to test their right to
president; B. M. Read, secretary; and
A wag In the crowd at the S.
Besides transacting
V. V. Clark,
G. Cartwright.
be
would
It
suggested
that
Castenada
Automatic 'phone 574
regular business, the matter of the bi
Mlnlnir and metallurgical engineer, 108
per
to
a good Idea for Mr. Larrazolo
Gold avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
governor and to West
report
to
the
Second Street,
ennial
Bouth
2104
maps;
surveya
and
Keports,
Specialties:
sonate the Justice of the peace from the legislature was fully discussed and plans and reduction works; mines and
. Mel.
AlbTigqergne.
one of the Mexican precincts. This the secretary was directed to prepare mining Investments; second hand mining
was consmerea a gooa jokb anu a report with the suggestions and rec machinery; custom assaying and analysis.
brought a laugh from the crowd in the ommendations agreed upon by the
DENTISTS.
hotel lobby. The report soon spread board. The secretary is now working
CO.
W. L. TRIMBLE
that Mr. Larrazolo had represented on the report.
Edmund J. Alger, O. t. 8.
and
Railroad
street,
between
Office hours, 8:30 Second
SOU Railroad avenue.
one of the Justices and It finally reach
Capitol Custodian Commission.
Copper avenue
p. m. to o p. m.
p.
m.;
Chtl-derI2:3n
mil
to
i:w
B.
W.
Yesterday
ed Washington.
The capltol custodian commission Telephone 462. Appointments made by
United States attorney, was inHorses and Mules bought and exchange
New Mexico demands Statehood from structed by wire by Attorney General met at 9:30 Monday morning in regu mail.
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
capitol.
So
monthly
at
session
the
Congress.
LAWYERS.
lar
the
Vransfer Stables
Knox to investigate the matter and if licitor General Bartlett and Land Com
the report was true to proceed against missioner Keen were present. Bills
Bernard S. Kodey
Harmony as well as enthusiasm Is Mr. Larrazolo. What at first was reAlbuquerque, N. BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
ATTORNEY-AT-LANovember were aud M.
given to all business
Prompt
attention
necessary to make the next annual fair peated as a good Joke became a serious for the month of
e
allowed and ordered paid. A pertaining to me proiession. win prau-tlcAddress W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
successful.
matter, and might have caused Mr. ited,
courts of the territory and bechange was made In the office of night fore IntboallUnited
Albucjjergue. f. M.
office.
land
States
is
The
fact
Larrazolo much trouble.
succeeding
Alarid
Ricardo
watchman.
If the Btatehood bill Is passed in well known at Las Vegas that Mr. Lar- Charles M. Conklln.
Ira M. Bond
19Q2
1882
42 F street N. W.,
the senate thev county of Quay will be razolo did not appear before the comATTORNET-AT-LApatlands,
Pensions,
C.
D.
Washington,
created in Ne-- Mexico, in honor of the mittee in any capacity whatever, and
Had a Good Time.
ents, copyrights, caviats, letters patent,
distinguished Pennsylvania senator,
Bucb. fact Mr, Cbllders will report to
A. J. Snell wanted to attend a party, trade marks, claims.
Washington.
but was afraid to do so on account of
Sole Agents for Casino and Ora brand
William D. Lee
pains in his stomach, which he feared iTTriPvrv.A T.I.AW. Office, room 1. N.
The hope of the democrats that there
Canned Goods. Dealers in
on
would be a fight In the legislature
BUY AT HOME.
would grow worse. He says: "I was T. Armljo building. Will practice in ail
Staple and Fancy Groceries
Governor Otero's administration has
The Christmas shopping time Is telling my troubles to a lady friend, the courts of the territory.
214 South Second 8treet
gone glimmering. The next assembly close at hand now and the people will who said: 'Chamberlain's Colic, Choi- R. W. D. Bryan
Albuquerque, N. Hllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
is almost solidly republican in both soon be buying more liberally than at era aiKi Diarrhoea Remedy will put ATTORNET-AT-LAEarth.
booses, and all the members are friend- any other time of the year. The Citl- - vou i
condition for the party.' I M. Office, First National nana duhumii.
Free Delivery
Oider Solicited.
ly toward the governor.
ten takes this chance to urge people to bought a bottle and take pleasure In
Frank W. Clancy
rooms t and 3, N.
patronize the home dealer. Especially gtatlng that two doses cured me and ATTORNET-AT-LAThe wonderful growth, of tbe tele- can residents of this city and the sur- - enauiefi me to have a good time at the T. Armljo building. Albuquerque, N. Al.
phone In Germany Is illustrated by the rounding country do this, for those of party mr- - Snell Is a resident of Sum- E. W. Dobson
Office, Cromwell
fact that the first Instrument introduc- our dealers whose business is greatest mer Ht,if N Y- - Thj8 remedy is for ATTORNET-AT-LAblock, Albuquerque, N. M.
ed In that country was placed in the during the holiday time have apparent ea,e by au ,jrUggBt8.
Corner of First Street and
Emperor's own room In 1877, and there ly outdone themselves in preparing to
o
Railroad Avenue.
John H. Stingle
SPRINGS
HOT
Cromwell block.
ATTORNET-AT-LAare now more than 60,000 telephone meet all the demands of shoppers and JEMEZ 4. SULPHurt
STAGE LINE.
Alhuniinrnue
Kim. rr tha hnnr
Albuquerque, N. M.
places in Berlin alone.
Has changed ha:Js end la now one
,,, .nra. hat
..
wnuM dn Carries the U. B. man; only line with
1...
of the Eicon resuru in the city. Best
PHYSICIANSi
change of
ot liquors served at the bar. Lager
"Jf
According to the last census 150,000 credit to the large cities. They are
becu o:-- . draught. Ttronage solicited.
E.
Bronson
Dr.
J.
Begroes in the south now own farms filled with selections of stocks that are
Thursday
and
Tue8day,
e
Kis WALSH,
Homeopathic Physician,
marvelous when one recalls what urday, at B ft m For particuiara
and 28,000 more are part owners. Of
Proprietor.
Whiting Block.
17,
Room
inholiday
assortments
Albig
principal
agents,
deemed
deriving
Co..
j.
w
w
their
Trimble
dreB.
all farms
proprleculago.
BLOCK,
M.
D.
a
are
per
49.1
decade
B.
or
buquerque,
cent
J.
Arthur Macomber,
come from cotton
New Phon
'Phone
Night Calls. Old 5U.
Whiting Building.
Our merchants are wide awake, en- tor, Jemez.
tivated by negroes, of rice farms 37.3
152
per cent of sugar farms 14.8 per cent. ergetic, pleasant and accommodating,
N. Wilcon
E.
Dr.
CitUen.
for
Suliscrlbe
the
J. W. Edwards
Grant
In addition to growing cotton, rice and honorable and reliable. Bargains they
Dhv.inian mnA Rnrenn. rtomi
Ofllce hours 1 to 3
DEMINQ.
buildlne. Albuquerque.
sugar the negroes of the south are ex- secure are made absolute bargains to
pnone
p.
m.
u.
Colorado
Mortician and Em
existing,
Progressive
vegetafacts
customers.
These
their
tensively engaged In growing
banner.
Dr. I. Saylin
bles, fruit and tobacco and in conduct- why not give all possible patronagebuy-to A Few Pointers About a Good Tcwn In
Southern New Mexico.
Calls are
ing small farms classed as miscellan- home trade? Who Is benefitted by
Office and Residence. 410 South Kdlth street. I Open day and night
Hour 10 to la a m.. 4 to 6 p m. and 7 to H p.
ing at home? Is It not the buyer as Keep your eye on Demlng.
eous.
to.
attended
promptly
A35.
'plume
m. Colorado
Demlng has just been incorporated.
well as the seller, and those dependent
New
coming
city
of
Deming,
the
Minat
you
from
buy
MUSICIANS.
on the seller? The more
I Also Bell Monuments
Senator Nelson, a Swede,
nesota, held the balance of power in home, the more business at home; the Deming has a magnificent school sys
N. Second
Office
and parlor
Helmbeck
Miss Katharine
more business at home, the more tem.
the senate committee on territories,
Physical
Culture.
81ngtng
and
In
and finally voted against reporting fa- work; the more work, the more pay; Deming. the railroad center of New Lessons
Misa Elizabeth Nayior, rvt. a.
vorably upon the admission of New the more pay, the better wage earners Mexico.
and Harmony.
of
Pianoforte
Teacher
Mexico and Arlsona. Here we have are able to live. More business for the Deming, the gateway to the best part of Btudlo, Commercial cluo.
S11 8outh Firs, street.
merchants Is just as important as Old Mexico.
the amating spectacle of a foreigner
KINDERGARTEN.
FRANK AJO. PROPRIETOR.
deciding that the American born peo- more business for the Industries. Keep Deming! Don't overlook it if you are
for a aafe and paying Investment.
ple of the two great territories are not home trade booming. It helps the town, looking
Miss Phllbrick's
Deming, the seat of the new county of
The best of liquors served to pit
It is to be supVlnit.rrart.il and Primary Department, rons
fit for
Luna.
Conveyances
of the bar.
Commercial club building.
posed that 8enator Nelson is opposed
A
Deming Is the great mining center of will call for Highland pupus.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
InSwedish
because
to the territories
As s trspeze performer is greater than a the southwest.
Nice large rooms, everything bran
terpreters are not used in the courts, man's. She roust have a man's courage Deming water la chemically pure-equnew,
upstairs for lodging purposes.
EAKIN
But to Polan springs.
MELINI
as is the case in Wisconsin and
&
and a man's muscle to succeed.
Deming has Increased 50 per cent In pop
she must Mio work under conditions of
WHOLESALE LIQUORS & CIGARS
which a man knows nothing. Many ulation In four years.
Deming water and pure osona make
an accident to womtn actobals must
THE ARMY CANTEEN.
be attributed
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
strong and healthy people.
We handle everything in our line
the sudden
Investments In Deming lots will double
It appears to be the concensus of to weakness
Agents
Distillers
to
I
The finest line of Liquors and Cigars
and treble in one year.
opinion among post commanders of
Special distributors Taylor & Williams jj ptrons and friends cordially lnlt- all
which
and
large
plant
ice
Demlng
now
a
has
of
army
the
abolition
that the
the
women are
Louisville, Kentucky
ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch 1
electric light system under contract.
canteen has had anything but a bene- subject at cerserved every day.
Demlng
rental
demand
for
the
In
ficial effect Secretary Root, in his tain times.
N. M.
8TEVE BALLING,
Is Ave time in ezceaa of the sup
Albuquerque,
houaes
111 8. First 8t.,
Dr. Pierce's
Proprietor.
annual report, says that "the general
ply.
effect of prohibiting the use of beer Favorite PreDemlng haa an abundance of water for
heals
irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gar
and light wines within the limited scription
womanly
dens.
area of the army post is to lead the the
diseases wilich
Buy lota aud build In Demlng. Your
enlisted men to go out of the post, to cause weakCHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
rental returns will be 20 per cent on the
frequent vile resorts which cluster In ness. It ecUb-lithInvestment.
regularthe neighborhood, to drink bad whisky
can
hud
be
In Deming good sufe loans
to excess and to associate intimately ity, dries
at better rates than In the old established
weakening
with abandoned men and more aban
towna.
Mill
heals
doned women; and that the operation drains,
At Demlng you can buy lots at $100
inflammation
100
per
drunkenness.
pay
you
cent
in
leas
which will
of the law Is to Increase
and ulceration.
FLOUR AND BhN IN CARLOAD
disease of the most loathsome kind and cures female weakness. It makes-wea- k than twelve months.
LOT8 A SPECIALTY.
needed
good
Deming
is
hotel
another
In
'insubordination and desertion, and
women strong aud sick women
Ntw Mexico
enormous Increase of Albuaueraue.
accommodate
the
to
well.
degeneration.".
physical
and
moral
in priiie of Dr. population.
With pleamire I write
Pierce ana hu meaicinr,H aya Mr. Mary
has no
Deming Is a great health
Wat
of Appleton, Lawrence Co , Tenn.
STATEHOOD 8ITUATION.
troubled with female diiteate; the back of my superior In climate for the cure of puh
burl nic ao I could not lie In bed and
monary troubles.
With all the democratic senators In bead
would have to ait up, and then I would have
Demlng will be the great smelter center.
men
by
such
helped
from my wai-- down I could scarcely
bill,
paint
ftucn
of
the
favor
raise up. My feet and band would feel alinot Two large plants will be Installed within
F 'MPS,
Pennsylvania;
Quay,
ot
ice
'as Senators York; Elklns, of West like
bine taking 1
ficrce'a Favorite
year.
WINDMILLS,
Prescription I can sleep well all night. Could the
AND
TANKS
Piatt, of New
you
can
when
priced
high
lots
Why buy
hardly drag around before I rook your medi
METAL FENCING, HITCH
Virginia, and others, there is hope that cine,
and now can do ray housework aud help get them In Demlng cheap now, with cer
Words
field
express
canuot
my
pass
the
husband
in
AND TREE GUARDS.
will
RINGS
bill
Btatehood
omnibus
the
tain advance assured?
the thanks I uwe Ic lr Pierce "
Agricultural laqds In Deming are unsur-the senate by a safe majority.
Weak aud sick women are invited to
Friends of the bill claim that they consult Ih J'lerce, by letter, free. All passed for fertility, production of fruits
FIRST
'Will have fifteen republicans for the correspondence is held as strictly private and vegetables of all klndi
lead AVENUE. BETWEEN
Demlng offers the same opportunities
.
Address Dr.
measure. Senator Quay, In discussing and sicrediy confidential.
AND SECOND 8TREETS.
In
the
prosperous
cities
moat
now that the
V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
Telephone 608.
Automatio
that claim, said: "The number of re R. Dr.
ago.
years
Common Sense Medical west offered several
publicans claimed may be a little ex Adviser,Pierce's
Railroad Ave.
Demlng needs one hundred new houses
containing more than a thoutravagant but we will surprise them sand
A.
large pages, is sent fret on receipt to supply the demand, and needs them
when the test comes.
of stamps to pay expense of mailing now. This demand continues to grow.
FIRE INSURANCE
First Class Work Guaranteed.
Deming snips over 100.000 head of cattle
stamps tor I lie
The statehood forces are united In only, be na 31 one-cegreatest
of
any
the
oppose
center
and repairing neatly done
bill
Assoclailoa
Building
Cleaning
volume, or only 21 stamps annually; Is the
gecretary Mutual
their determination to
cat-- 1
I
r,nmKer Yard
which does not provide for the admiB- - for the bonk in paper covers. Addieat breeding region In the southwest and
tlemen all know this.
adon of all three of the territories. Del- Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. V.
Fifty-Sevent-

BANK

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.

O.

B. H. BR1GGS &

jjjbuinm)ue Daily

doc-

prescriptions.

Proprietors of Alvsrado Pharmacy
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real estate, it employs more people
and It works to general prosperity and
good fellowship.
Th!nk of these things this Christmas
timo. Be sensible. Make your purchases at home, and especially, to merchants, have all your Job work done
at the newspaper Job rooms.

Is to cougn.

We keep all the leading remedies or would be pleased to fill yonr
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It brings new business houses, It builds
new homes. It Increases the value of
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Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,
DENVER.
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LOCAL HAPPENINQ8.
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the cause of more discomfort than
any other ailment If you eat the
thing that yon want and that are good
r you, you are distressed. Acker's
jyspepsia Tablets will make your digestion perfect and prevent dyspepsia
and Its attendant disagreeable symptoms. You can safely eat anything at
any time, if you take one of these tablets afterward. Sold by all druggists
under a positive guarantee. 25 cents.

Sk

Col. R. E. Twltchell, of Las Vegas,
was in the city today.
P. A. Quillon went to Bernalillo this
morning to spend the day.
A. Staab Is in the city from Santa
Fe, on a visit to relatives and friends.
A. J. Loomls, the deputy internal
revenue collector, is In the city from
Santa Fe.
Clifton Hill, the general merchant
and postmaster at Isleta, was In the
city on business.
Charles Gruner, the carver of the
Blanchard Meat & Supply company, is
on the sick list.
II. W. Ken?, cf the wholesale grocery firm of Dross, Kelly A Co., was
here yesterday from Las Vegas.
C. Ov Haynes, of the mechanical department of the local shops, who received a severe sprain in his ankle
Monday, Is getting along nicely.
J. H. O'RIeiiy, district manager of
the Washington Life Insurance company, was a passenger south this
morning on delayed passenger No. 27.
City School Superintendent Stroup
says that more than 1.330 pupils are
enrolled in the schools at present. The
largest number ever reached past
years was 1,326.
Miss V. A. Fisher, who has been
spending a year visiting with friends
at Douglas, Ariz., was In the city be
tween trains this morning while en
route to her home at Cedarvale, Kan
Friday evening at 7:45 o'clock, reg
ular services will lie held at Temple
Albert, corner West Gold avenue and
Seventh street. The sermon by Rabbi
Jacob H. Kaplan will be entitled, "The
Awakening in Life." The public Is wel
come.
M. E. Radak, quite well known In Al
buquerque, having been in the employ
of the firm of Flesher & Rosenwald,
spent yesterday In the city visiting old
friends. He has recently been located
in California and is now on his way
home at Chicago. He left this morn
ing.
Miss Llliie Downing, of Valley Mills
Texas, who has been spending a month
in the city visiting with her aunt, Mrs
T. B. Clements,
811
North Eighth
street, left on her return home this
morning. Miss Downing spent several
months in California before coming to
Albuquerque.

Awarded
Highest Honors World's Fair. ,
Highest Teste 3. S. Gov't Chemists

The Store the People Talk Ab--

la

X

Do your shopping by Mail
If you

8end In your
Mall Orders.
We will tals
ears of them
properly.

can't corns
in person.' '

Money refunded If you are not satisfied. Seni to us for a free sample.
,V. IL Hooker ft Co., Buffalo, N. T.
J. H. O Rielly ft Co. and B. H. Brigg
Co.

Leon B.5tern.Profbiet(

Acting Governor J. W. Raynolds pas.

aprcinted Ceiso Data, of San Miguel
county, a notary public.
J. H. O'RIeiiy, district manager for
the Washington Life Insurance com'
pany, was a passenger north yester
day morning.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
Digests all classes of food, tones and
strengthens the stomach and digestive
orgtns. Cures dyspepsia, indigestion,
stomach troubles and makes rich red
blood, health and strength. Kodol rebuilds wornout tissues, purifies, strengthens and sweetens the stomach. Gov.
G. W. Atkinson, of W. Va., says: I
have used a number of bottles of Kodol
and have found It to be a very effective
and, indeed, a powerful remedy for
stomach ailments. I recommend it to
my friends. J. II. O'RIeiiy ft Co. B.
H. Briggs ft Co.
STOVfi WORK.
J. Post ft Co. to have your
stove work done and get a good job by
rompetent mechanics.
Go to E.

j

Forced Unloading Sale!
HOLIDAY GOODS RUSHING IN THICK AND FAST AND NO PLACE f6
DISPLAY THEM ROOM MUST BE MADE AT ANY SACRIFICE-THOUSA- NDS
OF DOLLARS WORTH OF GOODS ARE TO GO AND GO
QUICK
AT PRICES THAT WILL PROVE ANOTHER BOMB SHELL
N THE CAMP OF WOULD-BCOMPETITION

Prices do the Talking to mor row Read!
75c ALL WOOL FRENCH

:

I

$2.00 FRENCH BROADCLOTH
A1j
wool
wide

FLANNEL

pure wool finest
make colors:
black,
garnet,
royal, navy,
gray, old rose, light blue, pink,
etc. worth 75c per
yard tomorrow
OOC
Strictly

high satin finish rich lines of
colors to select from see win- dow display the same quality
you pay $2.00 for elsewhere
here tomorrow, per
C70C
yard

Botany

On

$1.25 GRANITE CLOTHS
46 inches wide all wool-

in black and
dustproof-gl- ven

away

tomor- -

010
JGj

..I.....

?er',vrr:....i5c

-

QQ.

-

colors-warra- nted

row at
rlson. 292; Gibson, 4; Neissl, 46. Total
W. L. Bracken A Co.,
jsrd
Wilson's plurality, 17.
the new blacksmiths on Copper ave
nanus city commercial Club Urges Cochise County
Wilson, 1,504;
nue, between Second and Third streets,
senate to Pass Statehood Bill.
Morrison, 1,167; OibBon, 40; Neissl
Mill Kudu of fercalen
have received a new rubber tiring
It Is pleasing to note that the bus!- - 18. Total, 2,719. Wilson's plurality
where at 10 cents per
machine and guarantee their work,
ness men or Kansas City appreciate 347.
They do horseshoeing as a specialty,
tne importance or admitting Arizona, i Coconino County Wilson, 448; Mor
o
MEN'S 75c UNDERWEAR
Oklahoma and New Mexico into the rlson, 583; Gibson, 6; Neissl, 3. Total,
Casa da Oro.
Heavy,
union.
fleece lined, In fancy
1,040. Morrison's plurality, 135,
Rooms with board; electric lights
A rew days ago the following resolu-- !
stripes, plain gray, mode or
Maricopa County Wilson, 1,762;
and gas; hot and cold water In each
tions were adopted by the Commercial Morrison, 1.599; Gibson, 81; Neissl,
brown; all sises; shirt, and
wm. Special rates to permanent
i 58.
club of Kansas City:
drawera to match; rea :5c
Total, 3,500. Wilson's plurality,
warders; no invalids; No. 613 West
value; tomorrow, per
ine southwestern territories now 162.
Fold avenue.
K C
seeking admission to the United States
O
o
garment
Yavapai County
Wilson, 1,663;
Whether you buy soap by the box or
are neighbors of Kansas City. They Morrison, 1,960; Neissl, 80; Gibson,
by the cake you want what you pay for.
are also Dound to us by ties of hlstor- - 53. Total, 3,756. Morrison's plurality,
BOYS' 25c HOSE
Ask for a cake of Lenox Soap, comic association. While the territory now 297.
pare the size and see If you don't get
comprising New Mexico and Arizona
Yuma County Wilson, 447; Morrl'
Treble kneed, double heels
more good soap for your money when
was still a part of Mexico the com-.so351; Neissl, 97; Gibson, 3. Total,
toes; extra heavy fast
and
upon
Imposed
be
Don't
by
taking
you buy Lenox.
11
mercial highway between that region 898. Wilson's pluraliy, 96.
and the United States was the old j pinal County Wilson, 265; Morrl- - substitutes offered for Foley's Honey
Befor buying your boy a new winter
Santa Pe trail uniting Santa Fe with'80n, 254; Neissl, 26; Gibson, 2. Total, ana Tar. Alvarado Pharmacy.
overcoat, you should see our line. We
the Missouri river In Jackson county. 547. Wilson's plurality, 11.
At a late hour Tuesday night an have just received all the latest styles.
"When General Kearney captured Pima County Wilson, 812; Morrl
New Mexico and made it a part of the SOn, 940; Neissl, 26; Gibson, 9. Total, expressmen at the Wells.Fargo office The long military, double breasted coat
LACK APPLIQUES and
threw open the south door and was is very popular for boys from 4 to 8;
United States, one of his strongest 1,787. Morrison's plurality, 128
surprised
up.
the long story short, we
Avewhen
by
was
$5.50
he
confronted
Stern,
Simon
Railroad
regiments was tne one composed of Navaio Countv Wilson. 234: Morin this department
the men of western Missouri, under rison, 236; Neissl, 0; Gibson, 11. To- - man standing In the door facing him, nue Clothier.
The man Immediately turned and ran
o
we command or colonel Doniphan.
E71. Morrison' nluralitv. 92
Horns Made Mince Meat
as fast as his legB would carry h!m
During all the years of discussion and
Wilson, 1,345;
Graham County
Farr meat market Is the place
agitation regarding the opening for Morrison, 753; Neissl, 92; Gibson, 83. toward the yard. At the time the ex to The
purchase first cUbs home made
pressman
mysfrightened
was
and
the
settlement of the Indian Territory, Total, 2.198. Wilson's plurality, 592.
terious action of the man caused him mince meat. Will sell from one pound
Kansas City was always the earnest
Gila County Wilson, 438; Morrison
to a ton. It Is first class try some,
and efficient friend of the progressive 409; Neissl. 58; Gibson, 1. Total, 906. to report the matter to the police who
o
were on the outlook for the strange
movement. Oklahoma is today a splen- Wilson's plurality, 29.
F. A. Jones, fc. M, C. E.
man.
did monument to the success of those
Consulting Mining Engineer
Apache County Wilson, 212; Morrlefforts.
Field assistant U. 8. Geological 8urvej
356: Nelsil. 1: Gibson. 5. Total.
inn.
Foley's
Honey
positively
and Tar
Albuquerque, N. M.
It is, therefore, fitting that Kansas ' 674
Morrison's plurality, 144. Re cures all throat and lung diseases. Re
Correspondence solicited.
City and this club at this time should publican,
fuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
show Its interest in and approval of
Notice.
o
the aspirations of its neighbor and old
What's In a Name?
Although no rain has fallen in this To whom It may concern:
time friends; therefore, be it
Everything is In the name when it
I have this day sold all of my Inter
"ResolvedThat the Commercial club comes to Witch Hazel Salve. E. C, city for some t'me past leaks are show
of Kansas City Is in favor of the ad- DeWitt & Co. of Chicago, discovered, ing up in the roof of the city building. est in the Whitson Music company to
mission to statehood of Oklahoma, some years ago, how to make a salve Through the influence of the cold wea Emma C. Whitson, who will collect ac
ther the city officials are waking up to counts and debts due and owing by
New Mexico, Arizona and Indian TerWitch Hazel that la a specific for the fact that the building needs re the said Whitson Music company, and
ritory as early as practicable. We from
piles. For blind, bleeding, itching and
believe that the rapid growth in popu- protruding piles, eczema, cuts, burns pairs, and that Police Judge Crawford settle all liabilities thereof.
A. D. WHITSON.
and Marshal McMIIlln are occupying
lation, the increase In wealth, and
bruises and all skin diseases DeWitt's very poor quarters. The city's lease
Albuquerque, Nov. 11, 1902.
commercial importance and the energy Salve has no
equal. This has given on the building is not out for two
o
and patriotism of the people of those
Excellent Dinners.
rise to numerous worthless counter years yet, and it Is now a question
will
make
territories
their admission
The Columbus hotel, 204 South
as states beneficial to the country at feits. Ask for &DeWitt's the genuine whether the city will have to stand
street, upstairs, baa an established
& the expense of repairs or the owner
ORielly
Briggs
Co.
J.
B.
H.
H.
large, as well as the territories
reputation
for first class dinners, fam
Co.
of the building.
We believe that the time has
ily style.
Mrs. O. E. Hopkins, pro
come when congress should speedily
prietress.
HOTEL ARRIVAL8.
The Pride of Heroes.
provide that all the territories upon
n
Many soldiers in the last war wrote
the continent, except the District of
It costs you less per month, on mon
Alvarado.
say
to
scratches,
cuts
bruises,
that for
Columbia and Alaska, should be orey borrowed from the Mutual Building
Mrs. D. Gray, Cripple Creek; John
ganized as states, and thus be given A. Hunter, New York; Sam Cashman, wounds, corns, sore feet and stiff association, of Albuquerque, for the
equal rights and equal opportunities.
St Joe; C. E. Hill. Kansas City; T. A. joints, Bucklen's Arnica Salve is the same time of loan, than from any oth
"Resolved further.That the secretary Sayward, Chicago; J. A. Allen, E. C best in the world. Same for burns, er loan association. It Is a good assoscalds, boils, ulcers, skin eruptions ciation to borrow from.
be requested to send a copy of these H utter, San Francisco;
Officers
Jno. Grass,
resolutions to the United States sena- Trinidad; M. Spindler. Los Aneeles: and piles. It cures or no pay. Only and
directors: H. Brockmeler. J,
tors and members of the house of rep- - W. C. Teasdale. St. I. mils- - n u xi. 25c at all druggists.
F. Pearce, F. McKee, A. E. Walker,
resentatives from Missouri and
E. L. Medler, J. S. Heaven, B. A. Sley
Santa Fe. Dr D m. Llvlngs- C. H. Hallett. who, with Attorney ster,
W. G. Hope and W. E. Rogers.
iton. ban Jose, Cal.; FranciB F. Lee, Frank Ackerman, are the owners
of
'
COUGHS AND COLDS IN CHILDREN Peoria. 111.; D. A. Shope, Winslow; J. some prospective valuable copper propLet us figure on your plumbing. Al
iL. Hibbard, Winslow; G. R. Joughins, erties in
the Manzano mountains, is in buquerque Hardware company.
Recommendation of a Well Known San Bernardino
the city from Abo Pass buying supChicago Physician.
plies and enjoying a little city life afPlumbing.
Hotel Highland,
I use and prescribe Chamberlain's
spending four months in the moun
We have added a plumbing depart
ter
R. J. Langford and wife, San Jose,
Cough Remedy for almost all obstinate
tains. Mr. Hallett says that, although ment and tin shop to our business,
constricted coughs, with direct results. Cal.; J. Y. Arnold, Elberton, Ga.; Mrs. they have only
done assessment work When you have anything In this line
A.
J.
daughter,
ages,
and
Frank
I prescribe it to children of all
Aleodones: on their prospect holes, they now have :o be done see us about it before plac
in1M.
and mother, Evans- twenty-fiv- e
Am glad to recommend It to all
tons of copper ore in sight ing your order. Alliuquerque Hardneed and seeking relief from colds vllle, Ind.; J. B. Moore, Fred Moore that will run about 10 per cent copper ware company.
and coughs and bronchial afflictions. Harry Moore. Whiting, Ind.; L. A. with enough gold and silver to pay for
and safe in the hands Pairs, El Paso.
It is
Rrlij
in your tinware and have It
the taking out. He also says that a
of the most unprofessional. A univer
most remarkable change has taken (paired. Albut, jerque Hardware
Sturges' European.
sal panacea for all mankind. Mrs.
Henry Essinger. Los Angeles; O. M. place in Abo canyon the past few
Mary R. Melendy, M. D. Ph. D., Chip
months. The country has been overMrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
cago, 111. This remedy is for sale by IFairehild, J. M. Linde. St. Louis; J. N. run by railroad men of many descrip
Fountain,
205
Denver; R. R. Jackson,
South First stret t. over the Hyde
all druggists.
system superintendents to
Laplata, Mo.; M. J. Cook and wife. La tions from
chain carriers on a surveying corps. Hxploring Expitlon ftore. Is prepared
tc give thorough sralp treatment, do
Junta; R. W. Mann. Springer, N. M.; He thinks that the cut-of- f
VOTE OF ARIZONA.
will be a
J. F. Cook, Mrs. G. E. Cook, Socorro.
hair dressllng, trat corns, bunions
great
thing
Albuquerque.
for
Colonel Wilson's Plurality was 477
and ingrowing nail.--She gives mas
116
The Toal Vote Was 19,688.
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. T
Metropolitan.
A Million Voices.
official
elecreturns
of the lata
The
F. W. Beecrolt, Chicago.
Could hardly express the thanks of Pamblni's own pr iiarations of com
tion in Arizona are now on file with
Homer Hall, of West Point, la. Lis plexion cream buiM? up the 8kin and
the territorial secretary and show the
Grand Central.
ten why: A severe cold had settled mproves the complexion, and are
A. I. Chambers, J. H. Satterwhlte, I. on his lungs, causing a most
total vote of Arizona for delegate to
obstinate guaranteed not to be injurious. She
congress to have been 19,688. Of these Fisher, San FranclBoo.
cough. Several physicians said he had also prepares a balr tonic that cures
votes. Col. J. F. Wilson, the democrat
prevents dandruff and hair falling
,f yu re troubled with Impure consumption, but could not help him. and
ic candidate, received 9.716; Robert
out;
thought
restores life to dead hair; rewas
When
all
he
doomed
be
by
lodlnd!cated
PimpleB.
Bore- . Morrison, the republican candidate, t
began to use Dr. King's New Discovery moves moles, warts and superfluous
we
beadafne.
etc..
would
recommend
Wm
social9..SV,
the
neissl,
received
Acker.g Blood E ,
whlcn we ge un. for consumption and writes: "it com- hair. Give her a trial. She also has
Ibt candidate, received 510. and Ostura der a poBtlve guarantee. It will al pletely cured me and saved my life. I a very fine tooth powder, which she
Gibson, the prohibition camtdate, re- J wayg cure scrofulous or yphilitic poi- - now weigh 227 ll.s." It's positively guarantees to be free from all metallic
Mr. wnsons plurality . sons and all blood diseases. 50 cents guaranteed for coughs, colds
ceived 233.
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE.
and lung substances. It perfumes the breath,
and $1. J. H. O Rielly & Co. and B. H.
therefore, Is 477
50c and 11.00. Trial hardens the gums and makes the teet'u
Price
troubles.
Sc. Co.
Briggs
counThe returns from the various
clean and white, it Is highly recom
bottles free at all druggists.
o
ties as filed with the secretary are as
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
o
The Peninsular la a heater and Ten- mended by all first ( lass dentists. Alfollows:
Have you seen that blue enameled so a face powder, a freckle cure, and
I tilator.
Whitney
Company.
Old 'Phone A22.
I Santa Cruz Count Wilson, 277;
steel ware a; the Albuquerque Hard pimple cure, anil pile cure. All of
your
VMorrlson, 259; Gibson, 0; Neissl, 5.
nouse weu ventilated bj ware company's store. It Is the most these preparations are purely vegetaHave
Saddle Horses a 'Specialty. We
rotal, 541. Wilson's plurality. 18.
using a Peninsular base burner.
beautiful and ornamental wars ever ble compounds. Give her a trial. board horse andhavs first class rigs
Mohave County Wilson, 309; Mor Whitney Company.
seen in Albuquerque.
Automatic telephone 490.
(or hire.
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
FAVOR THE TERRITORIES.

ut

91.25 FANCY VELVETS
d Pre"r
Mt ,

Ian
ings-b-

p

dt

designs-hands-

est

color- -

ome

$1.25 quality

tomorrow, per

yard... I IJKt

FRENCH HENRIETTAS
All wool silk finished 10
Inches wide beautiful colorings
also black' and cream
tively the
finest henriettas
manufactured
real $1.25 value
tomorrow, per
OUO
yard
$1.25

post-cardin-

$125 BLACK CHEVIOT
Strictly all wool 50 Inches
wide-warrsponged and
anted

8hmnk-s- old

$1.25 per yard

"ade of dark Jrej r
Me
ton

" ,k

i..re,snd

"ounce skirts, fancy trimmed;
; nearly
oa
aU

lzeB:

tomorrow, per

"lt

8nP

"
JQ

"JcTIL
in
Jntlji
VJAS
r.pr:
98c.
'"ackl-nl-

sold every-

5o

LADIES' $1.25 PETTICOATS
of Fine Mercerised Materials,
F.ncy
beautifully
Patterns.

me

Q

everywhere at

tomop- -

N?n

$1.25;

5()C

W

;

WO
QO. QQ

at

fiQA
OC7C

here tomorrow

36 inches wid- e- in light or dark colorings
yard Uur Price tomorrow
LADIES' $7.50 TAILOR MADE

everywhere

LADIES' $1.50 WRAPPERS

"te.VunceTnd

rafltotM

sixes 24 to 44; 100 different pat'

76o

TRIMMINGS of every description must go. To make
except to make a clean sweep by giving every purchaser

..A Hptrlal Dlftcount ot 25 per rent ff

....Christmas Will Soon...,
....Be Here...

'

The usual problem confronts vou.
same old trouble as last year. Its
u. iaj uuu uiuigs io give men.
you
find it so a visit here will
If
help you to decide and afford you
relief. My store is full of articles
suitable for a Man's Christmas.
Run your eyes down this list
you will certainly strike something
he would be delighted to have:

them-Belve-

OVERCOATS,

8UIT8,
SMOKING JACKETS,
GLOVES,
NIGHT ROBES,
SHIRTS,
HOSIERY,
MUFFLERS,
RAIN COAT8,
SHIRT PROTECTORS,
HANDKERCHIEFS,

Kan-jMIlla- n

.

NECKWEAR,
BUSPENOERS,
COLLARS,
CUFFS,
BATH ROBES,
CAPS,
UMBRELLAS,
WHITE VE8TS,
HOU8E COATS,
SWEATERS, ETC..

1

When Christmas shopping we 0
would be pleased to nave you t
come here with your troubles and
we'll fix him out.

Blat-klmr-

j

c

M. MANDELL

--

,

....The Leading Clothier and Men's Outfitter....
WEST RAIL. POAD AVENUE

.

Silver
Avenue
Stable

W. H. HAHN

Subscribe for Ths Cltixea.

COAL DEALER

THOUSANDS SAVED

Br

U'SnOVDBT

Cerrillos and Gallup Domestic Lump
per ton.
For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
Anthracite Nut, $7.50 per ton.
and all THROAT AN0 LbhG TROUBLES.
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75 per
This wonderful medicine positively
ton.
cures Consumption, Coughs, ColJa,
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.
Coal, $5.00

Poncliitia,

Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.
Telephones:
267; Bell, 4S.

Automatic,

416

and

AetUma, Pneumonia,

Fever, Pleurisy, LaGrippa.
h,
Hoareoness.ScroThroeUiuiWhoop.

iag Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
NO CURE.

NO PAY.

fUCE Wc. ans 1 1 . TRIAL BOTTLE FREE

'
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fJ. A. E

In

IvnvT New.l

I
II

Mark McCoy! piano polisher, all
kinds of furniture refinished. Highly
polished table tops a specialty. Prices
reasonalle; all work guaranteed. Es- - H
tltnatea furnished free. Work called

,

Cnrrtr N.itln.

That once more ynu ti.ivo cut loone,
RnlsinR up the very deuce
With those men wh" deal mil Juice,
Hut It Rives us rjiiltc a shock,
Cnrrlf N:itlnn,
At the horrid way ynu knock,
Carrie Nntlon,
At the folks who make display
In the fashionable way.
That Is called dtcoh tc.
Carrie Nation.

SO,O0,O0 boxes
(Greatest

theWosid

era

A L3H.LION ESALTHT, MANLY AMERICAN KEJi.
fathom of famillora, buslnceo rnon, Btatoamon, mechanics,
farniors, lawyers, ministero, doctors, bookteepero, bankers, Bailors, oo'dicr3, tr&vclla? Balsstr.cn,
railroaders, laocrlng mou, men In overy walls of Ufa, In overy line cf activity, koep their fcowclu
regular with CASCAKET3 Candy Cathartic Thoy tell other men about tho wonderful merit
of this wondarful littlo tablet. Thoy take CASOARETS home to their wives and familico. Tho
ooaGO.iu.nce ia a solo of nearly A MILLION BOXES A MONTH, made by merit and
A man who koepa his bowels regular with CASCARET3 Candy Cathartic, can koep
strong and healthy even without muoh exercise, for when the bowels are regular and tho disrea-Uo- n
strong the system is safe and the muscles, brain and nerves will have inexhaustible
elasticity and life. All druggists, lOo, 25o, 60a Never sold In bulk. The genuine tablet stamped
O C O. Sample and, booklet free. Address Sterling Remedy Go..Chlcago or New York.
sua
appro-clalio-

LAND

the Minors and a picked team from
the university teams. The university

MATTERS.

hoys have matched games every Saturday and consequently are In good trim

Eiasini

Surveys

United

The
States Land for a fast and victorious game.
gained by

n.

.

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City. Dec. 4 Cattle Re
ceipts, 5,000, Including 500 Texans;
market strong to 10c higher; native
steers, $3.15(8 6.30; Texas and Indian
steers, $3 4.55; Texas cows, $1.85
2. S5; native cows and heifers, $1.50
5; stockers and feeders, $2.50(0 4;
calves, $2.506;
bulls, $2.353.75;
western cows, $23.25; western steers
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San Jose Mar

Chipped dried beef.
ket.

A Reduction in Millinery..
per cent discount on all trimmed
and untrlmmed goods, feathers, flowers and trimmings at Mrs. L. H. Shoemaker's millinery store, 205 West Gold
avenue, fro.n now until the first of the
G
i
year.
20

their artificial hclcht.
Carrie Nation,

Telling

I
IH

Jose

San

Try Wolfe's stucllo for photographs.
All work guaranteed to please.

in

On

Iamb.

3 at Wolfe's
Cal.lnet photos for
studio, 20S' Railroad avenue.

proper ynu should fcnow,
.
Carrie Nation,
Ere among the swells you B',
Carrie Nation.
That It hardly In the spiel.
niurtlng out tha things you feel.
Talk's Intended to conceal,
Carrie Nation.
It

spring

Genuine

7V.

-

---1'

I

Carrlo N.itlon.

ANNUAL SALE

... SAJj
(tC rV"
xtV
j(lrw
7v )!
gZ
--

I

your pintli voice,
Wc hove mlPM-Cnrrtp Nntl-nAnd It mnkeii our h.';irt

'

M

"Neglected colds make fat
yards." Dr. Wood's Norway Pine I II
,., t,0i- - n,pn anil women tr a H
happy, vigorous old age.

00E

A SMASHING

I

1902

4

Is not polite,

Carrie Nation,
It is were 'twould spoil the game;
Bin would have Us rightful name;
Shame would then be known as shame,
Carrie Nation.

spring

Genuine
Market.

o

'

U

lamb.

San

Jose

XHA5 GOODS GALORE

COLOA1BO HALL

We have had all kinds of fun,
Carrie Nation.
At the thlnpra that you have done,
Carrie Nation.
'TIs so strange a thing to fine,
One who dares to speak her mind
To the blind who lead the blind,
Carrie Nation.

Call and see some of the nicest Furniture ever
seon in Albuquerque. They're all here, the
fourth car arrived this morning. We have now
the fiaest stock in the West

Thursday, Dec. n

Yet 'tis possible the quips,
Carrie Nation,
All may die upon our lips,
Carrie Nation.
When God's messenRers appear.
They are often quaint and queer;
And they're martyred while they're here
Carrie Nation.

BERGER
PRESENTS

MR. FRED G.

O. W. STRONG & SONS

.:.MR. HORACE LEWIS.

Minors have a reputation
.
In Sol Smith Russell s
Office Business. past playing. Both games will unCcsaission-La- nd
Play,
Famous
doubtedly be the best exhibition of the
basket sport ever given here, as the
BATHING COMFORTS i
teams are evenly matched. Following
And 'tis possible some day,
BOARD OF PUBLIC LANDS.
Nation,
$3.605.50.
occupy
Carrie
the games a social dance will
make for health just as surely as
Sheep Receipts, 3,000 head; market We'll do honor to your clay,
the remainder of the evening.
All the Original Scenery
proper medicines at the proper time.
Nation,
Carrie
muttons, $34; lambB, $3.50
ihe young ladies' team of the high strong;range
Properties.
and
Assistant United States Field Examsong,
may
say.
prose
and
We care for both the Inner and the
In
We
.15;
wethers, $33.90; ewes,
iner of Surveys Lewis Barrett Is at school will meet their victors of the $3(83.85.
We were weak and you were strong,
outer man by providing requisite inter
& M. college of Messila Park at Co
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Report From the Reform School
G. Gluck, superintendent, Prunty
town. W. Va., writes: "After trying
all of the advertised cough medicines
we have decided to use Foley's Honey
sad Tar exclusively in the West Virginia Reform school. I find It the most
effective and absolutely harmless."
Alrarado pharmacy.

I

come back for more. I can honestly rec
ommend It; 25c, 60c and $1.00 at Cos
mopolitan Pharmacy B. Ruppe.

Have Your Carriage Repaired....

J.

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Dec. 4. Cattle Receipts,
6,000 head; market active and higher;
good to prime steers, $5.75 7. 75; poor
to medium, $35.90; stockers and
feeders, $2g4.60; cows, $1.2504.65;
heifers. $26 5.65; canners, $1.252.40;
bulls. $24.D0;
calves. $3.50 $j 6.75;
Texas fed steers, $3.254.75.
BASKET BALL.
Sheep Receipts, 20,000 head; marPopular 8 pert Between University and ket higher; lambs higher; good to
High School Teams.
choice wethers, $3. 50(5 4.10; fair to
The popular game of basket ball vholce mined, $2.5003.60; western
promises to be the leading sport In the sheep, $2.7003.80; native lambs, $3.50
university and high school this sea- 05.4U; western lambs, $3.750 5.40.
son, Two games are scheduled to be
Favorite Family Remedy.
played at Colombo hall on Friday eveFrequently accidents occur In the
ning, December 12. The first game
will be between the young ladies of household, which cause burns, cuts,
the university and the high school. sprains and bruises; for the use In
Both teams have devoted much time to such rases, Ballard's Snow Liniment
practice and the prospects are of an has for many years been the constant
family remedy. 25c, 5oc and $1.00 at
interesting contest. - .
The second game will be between Cosmopolitan Pharmacy. B. Ruppe,

CALL

AND EXAMINE
OUR
LARGE LINE OF

Carving Sets
Pocket Knives
Scissors and

Plated Ware

"Wliitxiev
113-11- 7

South Firsrstreet

WE ARE SHOWING
LINE OF

A

NICE

Harness Repaired.

Plated Coffee

Hoises Shod With Us

and Tea Pots

We Guarantee

OF THE LATEST DESIGNS.

Comanv

All iucrcuy

Our

Work
Our Prices Aro Lower
Than Ever "Before. .
j.

M

l

J.

Korber.&

.

CpWSEr'

Comer First Street and Copper A venue,

Albuquerque,

N.

M.
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(Concluded from page one.)

that there was a scheme on foot to
oust Emil Mann as secretary, and

ESTABLISHED

Crockery, Glassware and
China in all its branches.
Graniteware, Unionware, Delf-warTinware, Table Cutlery,
Lamps, Tea and CofTee-th- e
best with premium.

e,

Give us a mil

rr

j.w. malette

I

CTHLtJ

CHRISTMAS CARPETS
and rugs, such as we offer at this sea-8o- n
of the year, are not made to last
for a few weeks only they wear well,
and if sent as Christmas gifts furnish
a dally reminder of the giver. Think
of the long winter nights you'll cheer
by the presentation of one or more of
our elegant, warm rugs.

'

Futrelle Furniture Co.
West End Viaduct
Street and Gold Avenue

Cor. 8econd

Frank Tcrnei &Bros,

mix
In

a

ARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS
119 RAILROAD AVE.
'
Only shop In town W. ich employs

omzsoul

T'

tm

first class workmen.
Thirty years' experience In selecting the latest novelties In the
finest
Imported
Worsteds and
Tweeds. Goods from all the leading cloth firms of Europe and
America.
The best cloth display for Fall
and Winter In Mexico.
We solici! your patronage, gentlemen dressers. Satisfaction guaranteed or no sale.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U. S. DEPOSITORY.
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
$200,000.00

To-pe- ka

.

.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi-

dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. F. Raynolds.
A R. McMillan
----

---

THERE IS NOTHING
LIKE LEATHER.....
and there is nothing in the city like the assortment of leather pocketbooks. gent's
traveling cases, etc., etc., that we will be
glad to show and quote special prices.

T. Y. Maynard,

the Jeweler.

Watch inspector A., T.

&

S.

F.

Still a Growing:
Oar fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the anus amoutt of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do so wo are
offering the Tery best grades of coffee on the market at 40' cents per
pound. Wo are sole agents for CHA8E A SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. Wo also have a full lino of blended coffees
at prices to suit from 20 cents np. Our 85 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trade.
keep the very best to be had
As to teas. Everyone knows that
In the territory.

A. J. IVIALOY, 214

MEETING.

W. Railroad Ave

OeK)K)sK)04K3000X3sX3aXDa

wanted to know by what reason or theory that such proceedings were being
enacted, when Mr. Mann was duly
elected at a regularly announced meeting of the Fair association a short time
ago, and if certain people, now present, were not then present it was their
fault and not Mr. Mann's.
Debate on this point was lively and.
stormy, and Chairman Ruppe ruled
Mr. Marron out of order. He got In
his points, however, and continuing
for a few minutes, stated that the proceedings of the meeting held two
weeks ago were regular and that it
would be heaping shame aud outrage
upon Mr. Mann, a well known citizen
here, to oust him in such a manner as
this meeting proposed.
The chair called for the previous motion, and that was on paying the president $500, he to pay his own assistant. This motion was carried, but the
motion to pay the secretary $500, amid
the confusion that followed, was lost.
So the secretary will receive no salary,
'according to last night's meeting.
Mr. Marron was ripe for further debate on the proceedings, and stated
that if this meeting can override the
action of the regular meeting held two
weeks ago, over which he presided,
what would prevent a meeting of citizens being held In the near future and
expunging from record the action of
this meeting?
Nominations for first vice president
were then in order, and the names of
O. N. Marron, A. Everitt, Wm. Farr
and J. A. Welnmann were submitted.
The first three withdrew, and Mr.
Welnmann was elected first vice presi,
dent unanimously.
Nominations for secretary being in
order, W. L. Trimble named Emil
Mann and Mr. Everitt nominated P. F.
McCanna.
Clouds were gathering for considerable debate on these nominations, and
it soon broke loose.
After the nominations were closed
and before a vote was taken, although
Mr. Mann had a number of friends who
were willing now to stay by him, he
withdrew his name, leaving the field
for Mr. McCanna.
However, before the chair could act
upon the secretary matter, Mr. Marron
rose and stated that he positively
knew that Mr. McCanna did not want
the office and would not accept. W. L.
Trimble also stated that Mr. McCanna
had told him that under no circumstances would he accept.
To counteract the emphatic remarks
of Messrs. Marron and Trimble, B.
Spits and B. Ruppe knew that Mr. McCanna would accept, as he had told
them that he would.
Mr. Marron wanted to be absolutely
certain as to whether Mesrrs. Hall and
and McCanna would accept the. offices
to which ' they were elected, and on'
motion a hack was sent out after
them. They could not be found, and
the meeting was so informed.
While the hack was on its way Mr.
McCanna was nevertheless unanimously elected secretary.
Jocularly, It was suggested that the
vice president nd the board of directors each receive $500 salary. No motion was made, hence the chair refused
to consider the suggestion.
Moved by Mr. Everitt, seconded by
Mr. Spitz, that hereafter only subscribers of the fair fund could vote on
the election of officers.
After considerable discussion, pro
and con, on this motion, indulged in by
Messrs. Marron. Everitt, Ackerman,
Pratt, Ounsull, Mann and others, the
motion was lost.
Some more debates followed on minor matters, wherein Mr. Mana recited
bis conversation with a certain prominent business gentleman at his
(Mann's) store a few days after he
was elected secretary, after which a
motion to adjourn was made and unanimously carried.
It is predicted this afternoon that
the lively, stormy meeting will work
out all right, and that Albuquerque
will have a rousing fair next year.

THE SURE WAY
to prevent pneumonia and consumption is to cure your cold when it first
appears. Acker'a English Remedy will
stop the cough in a night, and drive
the cold out of your system. Always a
quick and sure cure for asthma, bronchitis and all throat and lung troubles.
If It does not satisfy you the druggist
will refund your money. Write to ns
for free sample. W. H. Hooker ft Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O'Rielly ft Co. anu
B. H. Brlgga A Co.
NEARLY A LYNCHING.

I

Narrow Escape of Member of Minstrel
Company at San Marcial.
Intense excitement reigned supreme
and the stringing up spirit was greatly
In evidence, at San Marcial Tuesday
night over the attempted assault of
one of the men of the Beach ft Bower
minstrels upon a small boy at that
place.
The minstrel showed at San Marcial
Tuesday night and it was during the
day that the crime was attempted.
One of the followers of the company,
whose name could not be learned, enticed a small boy, about 8 years old,
the son of a conductor on the road, into the car promising to give him some
While in the car the boy
tickets.
claims his kind friend attempted to
commit an Insult, but he broke away
and notified the authorities. The man
was arrested immediately and given
his hearing. As boon as the news hit
the street corner it went like wild fire
In all directions. Large, angry crowds
surrounded the jail and threats of
lynching were beard on all sides. The
arrested man was so frightened that
he went down on his knees and begged
for mercy. He pleaded guilty to the
charge filed against him and Was
bound over to the grand Jury of Socorro county.
It was rumored later that the boy
being frightened
made the report
worse than it really was; that the convicted man made no attempt of insult,
but merely a proposal. However, the
streets of San Marcial were thronged
with an angry and inconsiderate
crowd, who would have made short
work of the man had their hands been
permitted to touch him.
The members of the minstrel company do not believe the story told by
the boy, and claim that he only pleaded guilty through fright; that the magistrates threatened to give him over
to the mob unless he pleaded guilty.
The excitement has not died out yet
and the people are still talking of the
attempted crime.
Bodily pain loses its terror if you've
a bottle of Dr. Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil in
the house. Instant relief in cases of
burns, cuts, sprains, accident of any
sort.

TWO WICKED CITIES.'
Gen. Booth Says They Are New York

and Chicago. .
Chicago, Dec.
and New
York are the two wickedest cities in
the world. They are swamped in vice
and pleasure, and the churches are
powerless to stem the tide of sin. They
are growing worse and worse."
This is the gloomy view expressed
by Gen. William Booth, head of the
Salvation Army "and author of "In
Darkest Eneland."
"Neither Chicago nor New York has
any hypocritical pretensions of being
good," he said. "They tolerate vice
without blushing. The Sabbath, they
desecrate, and little more than one
tenth of the people attend the church
es. A great wave of an engulfing oc
ean of pleasure, recreation, ease and
idleness is drowning out the good and
dampening the consciences of men and
women. In the fullness of wealth they
are forgetting the dangers that beset
their homes, their children and them'
selves.
"Vice stalks through the Btreets. In
both New York and Chicago its flag
ranee is unchecked. The young men
and young women of the higher order
of society are growing up in luxury
and Idleness.
"Is vice centered In these cities T It
is not. it is widespread. It Is found In
the sections where the wealthy live
and hovers over nearly the entire area
of each metropolis. Wickedness has
Fine cranberries 2 quarts 25c, frtsh spread to the fashionable sections of
dressed turkeys tomorrow. San Jose the cities, and once there has not been
driven out. Instead of being combatted
Market.
it was at first tolerated, and now it is
Subscribe for The Citizen.
abetted."
.

bOU VhATR DAY
at J. H. O'Rielly & Co.'s Drug Store

'

Saturday, December 6th,
is annual souvenir day at
J. H. O'Rielly ft Co.'a. On
this day all their holiday
goods are put on display
and a souvenir Is given
with every
and
over purchase. Don't forget the date, Saturday, December 6th.
Fine Line of Elegant Perfumeries
for the Holidays.

1J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
LOCAL

UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMHERCIAL

CLUB iBUILDINU.

1902

CLASSIFIED ADS.

i.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
Corner of Gold Avenue and Second Street

g

advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
Note-- "

All classified

ALBERT

each insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to Insure proDer classification
all "liners" should be left at this of
fice not later than S o'clock p. m.

FABER,

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU

PERSONAL PHOPERTY LOANS.

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket

HONEY TO LOAN
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time ia given.
Witnout delay and' strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

ami

Houaa Furnishing Goods.

On

A

Alost Appropriate Xmas Gift
'

7

Is a beautiful Rug and we are
showing an elegant assortment
of tin Oriental, Wilton, Ax minster, 8myrna, Body Brussels and
Tapestry Ruga to carpet alxea
and smaller alaea that are aa attractive as tha lustrous color
Ings and the artiatio patterns of
th Rugs. We aer alao showing
fine lines of 8ofa Pillows, Por.
tie res, Drawn Work, Couch and
Table Covers, Muslin and Lac
Curtains.

WANTED.
WANTED A position as bookkeeper
or clerical work by a young married
man; no health seeker. Address P.
O. box 174.

WANTED Competent party wishes
second work in a good family. Leave
address at this office
WANTED Young unmarried man to
clerk in store; must have had experience and understand Spanish.
No health seeker. Address "Store."
WANTED A bookkeeper, needn't be
the best In tne land, but must be accurate, a good cool collector and
quick. Address, in own handwriting, F X L, this office. State salary
expected.
WAN i ED Girl or woman to do gen
eral housework; two In family. Apply L. S. L., 718 North Fourth street,
city.
WANTED A good cook, man pre
ferred. Call at 615 West Coal avenue.
WANTED 3 young men from Albu
querque and vicinity at once to prepare for positions in the government
service. Apply to Inter-Stat- e
Corres.
Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
WANTED Ten men In each state to
travel, tack signs and distribute samples and circulars of our goods. Salary $60 per month; $2.75 per day for
expenses. National Soap Works.Chl-cago- .
WANTED Manager of new branch of
our business here in Albuquerque.
Address at once, with references, Alfred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
WANTED A trustworthy gentleman
or lady In each county to manage
business for an old established house
of solid financial standing.
A
straight, bona fide weekly salary of
$18 paid by check each Wednesday
with all expenses direct from headquarters. Money advanced for expenses. Manager, 350 Caxton bldg.,
Chicago.
WANTED
Men to learn barber
trade. Special thirty day offer. More
experience In one month than shops
In one year. Abundance of practice,
qualified teachera, tools presented,
wages Saturdaya, diplomas granted
and positions when competent. Quick
and practical method. Our system Is
well known. Established In 1893.
Branches In New Orleans, St Louis,
San Francisco, New York, Chicago.
If you want to be a barber write,
Moler System Barber College Representative, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE Household goods, new
range, stoves, beds, parlor furniture.
Call mornings, 1008 West Tljeras
Road.
pony,
FOR SALE Gentle
with harness and buggy; cheap. Apply 623 North Third street.
FOR SALE Fine buggy and saddle
horse, also horse for family or Invalids; both very gentle; 1001 South

Walter street.

FOR SALE Gentle family horse, sur
rey and harness; cheap. Apply 220
South Edith street.
FOR SALE Registered Jersey milch
cow with
heifer calf;
an elegant family cow. ' Address
Molly, Citizen.
FOR SALE Complete job printing
and newspaper plant; material In
good condition; good opportunity
now to establish plant on one of the
new railroads In the territory. Ad
dress Lock Box 314, Albuquerque,
N. M.

25-ce-

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 200
Automatic Thone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.

I

4

FOR 8 ALE Several hundred pounds
of old papers, good for wrapping
purposes, cheap. Address, Tha C1U
sen, Albuquerque, N. If.
FOR SALE Old papers, 25 centa per
hundred, at the Citizen office.
FOR RENT.

FOR RENT 8tore and office rooms
. In the new Barnett building. Make
application to Joe Barnett, proprie
tor St. Elmo.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
bath, at 616 North Second street.
FOR RENT Five room house, with
cellar and ball. C36 South Arno

street.

FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
from $1.60 to $5 per week with baths
The Englewood, 205 North Second
street, Stiong block.
MISCELLANEOUS.
DIAMONDS,

watches and silver novelties at factory prices. Money refunded if not satisfactory. Send for Illustrated catalogue, free. Manhattan
Diamond company, 37 Maiden Land,
New York city.

Fresn Cut Flowers.
IVES. THE FLORIST.
o
Women love a clear, healthy complexion. Pure Hood make it. Burdock
Blood Bitters makes pure Hood.

s
2
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L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, drain
ind Provision.

the Largast

Carrte

mmt

3f

nat
Brtrtva
Mack at

'

StapledroceHes

Car late a apedaltjr.

feaoa' aeathwest.

FARfl AND FREIQHT WAOONS.
Railroad Avenue

.

Albuquerque

occcooexex3cotoe)oo
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO BEARRUP BROS. & CO.

Wool Pullers, Tanners
and Manufacturers .....
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

We manufacture Leather Pants, Coats, Moccaalna, Blacksmith
Aprons, and make Angora Rugs.Mf
JSjfiPtW'"-'Wa do Custom Tanning of Hides, Skins and Furs. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Wa pay the highest prices for Pelta which wa use In
making our leather gooda.
Don't fall to examine our exhibit at tha fair. '

00Om0900.0090m

K0OeCKK0

ALBUQUERQUE

Planing Hill Co.,
nX-i- "'

MANUFACTURERS OF

Sash, Doors, Mouldings. Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures.
rj,' jrl,

Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Klnda to Order.
Mall Ordara Solicited.

mc99Qm0'

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

'VJU

GROSS, KELLY & CO.
(Incorporated)

WHOLESALE

i

i

if

GROCERS,

Wool, Hides, Pelts
.a...'

We bandle
K. C. Baking Powder,
Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.

.

rmV

rj
...

4?fi

'
Houses at
:
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LAS
VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOR- ,
I ETA,
N. M.
Ij
THIRD STREET

Meal Markets
4U5Btorrcsind sail
SI

AM

SAISACI

mm:

fACTW.

EMIL kLEINWORT,
MASONIC BriLDlNG.

N. THIED STRICT

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTiiE, Proprietor?

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
DOMESTIC WINES A COGNAC.
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED
of Lager served.
Grade
Highest
Tha Coolest and
Cigars
Domsstio
and
Imported
et ano Best
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CHANGE OF LIFE.

New Mexico Towns
lco cowboy, and his bride, of Kansas
City, who are on their bridal tour,
stopped oft here yesterday on a short
From the Republican.
J. B. Moore, of - Cottonwood Tass, visit to Harry Wells, and continued on
their way south today.
ss in Gallup this week.
The residence of Charles Ilfeld was
An electric meter baa been placed In
a scene of gaiety last night, the occa
JW. A. Smith's residence.
John Miller and D. Sylvester from slon being the gathering of alt mem'
t.o
r.mmtr. nint it rnutila dava bera of Ilfeld family, to bid farewell
to Max Nordhaus, who left today for
here this week
One of the dynamos at the electric an European tour. A most enjoyable
light plant went on a strike for two evening was spent.
Work of hauling In the stone which
Sights this week.
Miss Minnie Wilson was called to Is to lie used In the erection of a wall
ie school house. In precinct
Canada this week on account ot the around
i 26, was itegun this morning. Red sand
serious illness of her father.
J. J. Chittenden came in from Can-- , stone will be used and the directors re-anea this week on his way home,! port plenty of money on hand to pay
Farmington.
He received & telegram for the work, despite the fact that this
here that one of his children was quite is a republican administration.
In the case of Ransom B. Thomas
ill. .
A. F. Stone, who is charged with em- against James L. Wells, to compel the
bezzlement of the funds of the Knights defendant to transfer certain real es
of Pythias lodge, is in jail, in default tate situated In San Miguel county to
f $500 bonds for his appearance be- the plaintiff, Judgment was rendered
In favor of the plaintiff. The causes
fore the next grand Jury.
John C. Hubbard, of Farmington, leading up to the suit were, that
spent a couple of days here this week. Thomas had engaged Wells to act as
He reports Farmington quite lively, agent for hlra in the purchase of land
with excellent prospects of becoming giving him $100 with which to buy the
real lively within the next few months. land. Everything was lovely until
Jack Stewart, who has been absent after tue purchase had been made
from Gallup for the past two months, when it was discovered that Wells had
returned to the coal metropolis yester- the deed made out in his name, and
day. He visited several towns in Ari- refused to turn the land over, until
zona and Old Mexico while away. He this decision of the court compelled
him to do so.
says Gallup is good enough for him.

DUNBAR'S

Miss M. C. Flem
216 South Second

Don't forget that
ing, the milliner,
street. Is selling goods at cost.
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WE DO "WHITEWASHING"
O
D

a

!
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ESTATE
COLUMN
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Money

s
The painful and annoying
experienced by most women
at this period of life are easily over- come by I.rlia K. Pinkliam's
Vparetablo Compound. It is espe
cially designed to meet the needs
of woman's system at the trying
time of change of life.
It is no exaggeration to' state that
Mrs. Pinkham has over 6000 letters
like the following proving the great
value oi ner meuicine at hucu nines.
" I wish to thank Mrs. Pinkham for
what her medicine baa done for me.
My trouble was chanpe of life. Four
vears ago my health bciran to fail, my
bead bejran to grow dizzy, my eyes
tsymp-tom-

f

ABSTRACTS OF If L(2 TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND mTnINQ PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXE .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RF'DENTS
..
AND NON RESIDENTS.
,
,
4l

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First Nstlonal Bank.
New Telephone 222.

Coney Island
No. 118 Railroad Avenue.

BEST

Short Order

at

en--

.

i

WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

206

Any Price.

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies
WE CARRY THE LARGEST 8TOCK OF WINE8, LIQUORS AND
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST. ORPRICES
DERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
GENERAL AGENT8 FOR LEMP'8 ST.
GIVEN ON APPLICATION.
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.

107 and 109 8.

GIOMI

&

JBACHECHI

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

First Street,

s04K4K4K4K4K0KsK44K0
AMERICAN
I

L

SILVER

)

RUPPE,

B.

TRUOO.

PRESCRIPTIONS

HOTEL

i

Staple and

WHOLESALE DEALERS

12-1-

Mu-

Dealer In

...Bachechi & Giomi...

Service

Pcmi

A. SKINNER

Fancy Groceries

MEALS IN THE CITY.
MEALS, 25c

REGULAR

i

COLUMBUS

T.

RESTAUR aNT

.

'

.pj

.

o

t

W

r

Imperial Laundry

W

(ESTABLISHED 188.)

f

to Loan on uooa Real Estate
Security at Lew Rates of
Interest

that is, wash white, and do it In the
style. We launder FOR SALE: Good business lots on
tnest
linenr don't "manhandle" it. We d
Gold avenue.
like very much to have you give us a FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal
fair trial on your own or your washing.
avenue and Third street.
We do not fear the outcome of .the test. FOR SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
street at a bargain; house and stable
me, and at times it seemed as
on land about three miles ont; will
fiainedback would fnil me, had terrible
sell for part cash and balance at 8
pains across the kidneys. Hot flashes
per cent.
were very frequent and trying. A
Back of Pottofilce,
FOR SALE On a desirable corner In
Foils a Deadly Attack.
friend advised me to try I.ydla
A Thousand Dollar's Worth of Good.
brick house,
"My wife was so ill that good physic E. Pinkliam's Vegetable ComFourth ward,
A. H. Thurnes, a well known coal
all
modern conroom
and
of
bath
tans
help
six
bottles
with
to
were
it
her,"
writes
have
taken
unable
pound.
I
operator of Buffalo, O., writes: "I have
free from those troubles.
am y
veniences, electric light, etc.; stable,
been afflicated with kidney and blad- M. M. Austin, of Winchester, Ind., "but and
cement sidewalks aad lawn.
completely cured by Dr. King's I cannot speak in high enough terms
der trouble for years passing gravel or was
of the medicine. I recommend it to all
SALE On North First street, S-FOR
They
New
Life
Pills."
wonders
work
stones with excruciating pain. I got
and wish every suffering woman would
frame .house, S lots 50x143 feet.
room
207
Gold
Avenue.
liver
West
troubles.
in
stomach
and
Cure
Mont-clair
Bmxa Ross, 88
no relief from medicines until I began
frvt, it a trial.
for $1,100; can be b mght on Install
Ave.. Koalindale, Mass. $5000 for.
taking Foley's Kidney Cure, then the constipation, sick headache. 25c at all
ments if purchaser desires.
flit If original tf a boo UUm proving gtnulntmtot
result was surprising. A few doses druggists.
SALE 10 acres near the new
FOR
started the brick dust like fine stones
SANTA FE.
woolen mill; also some acreage on
and now I have no pain across my kidNorth Fourth street.
neys and feel like a new man. It has From
cumcarl, says the Las Vegas Optic.
New Mexican.
brick house and
the
SALE
FOR
Alvar-addone me a $1000 worth of good."
Th date is Dut at November 18, two
room; good stable, chicken
bath
H.
as
position
Bell
John
a
has
taken
Pharmacy.
weeks ago today; and the story is that
house, wind mill and tank and plenty
driver for Grant RIvenburg.
o
of good water. Price, $1,800. This
Repairs are being made to the walla five Mexicans from Old Mexico, work
FARMINGTON.
ing on the Tucumcari railway, got full
is a snap.
of the old San Miguel church.
FOR SALE Brick house, 8 rooms,
The case of scarlet fever that was re arly that morning and undertook to
From the Times.
shoot un the town, luey went to a
with bath, good stable. Lota 150x142
Walter Stevens, one of the pioneers ported at the home of J. E. Lacome, dance hall, fell out with an American,
feet, in Highlands. Price, $1,800,
out
to
turned
scarletina.
the
of Frultland. was In town on business.
cut him nearly to death, and took their
SALE One mile out, 4 acres of
FOR
probate
approved
The
has
court
the
The Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
got
Americans
their
Five
departure.
highly cultivated land, with
good,
adreport
as
final
of Rufus J. Palen
Hildebrand died of pneumonia and was
Winchesters and pursued the Mexiof fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc.
lots
of
of
estate
William
ministrator
the
buried at Aztec.
cans, killing them all. It Is claimed WM. GOETTINQ & CO., Proprietors,
Good house and stable. The place
Mrs. Rctta Allen was taken sick and L. Jones, deceased.
a sealed mouth was required of
that
Is In a fine location, near Mountain
bearing
Telles,
who
The
of
Jose
is
her room In the public school dismissRoad; was formerly called the Mid- being held in the county jail for the everyone knowing the facts, and so it
kinds of Fresh Meats handled,
All
ed for the rest of the week.
newspapers
land
of
the
was
property; will be sold cheap.
the
that
vale
Work was commenced on the walls murder of a man named Pena at Ken- never knew of the affair. How much Sausage making a specialty.
brick house,
SALE
Fine
FOR
nedy
Sunday,
not
on
be
held
will
last
of the new city hall, and they are going
story, the Optic .XXXXXXXX3COCOCOCOCOCXXXXX
in
is
the
street;
bath room;
of
there
truth
Fourth
North
court
until
of
from
return
the
the
skyward rapidly. We will soon have a
cannot say.
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
place where we can hold a public Taos.
18 IT
walks.
A new departure for Santa Fe has
meeting in comfoit.
Boy's life saved from Membranous
SALE: 2 lots, Gold avenue, near
FOR
by
Drug
com
been
made
Fischer
the
Severe freezing for this section ocCroup.
Telephone
corner
Third street; Includes Albu
pany
up
fitting
so
in
the soda fountain
curred here Tuesday and Wednesday
C. W. Lynch, prominent citizen of
querque planing mill.
nights, but it did not ctop our apple as to serve hot drinks of all kinds. Winchester. Ind.. writes: "My little
rou WANT?
FOR SALE Fine place. South Broad
freighters who kept on loauing ana Wafers are served with the drinks and boy had a severe attack of membran
way; 3 lots, 150x142 feet; with wind
being
patronized.
liberally
is
it
QUICK AND RELIADLEI
leaving for Durango.
only got relief after I
croup,
and
ous
mill and tank; good house, stable
Santa Fe lodge. Knights of Pythias,
Foley's Honey and Tar. He got
chicken houses, alialfa, good garden,
If you fell ill and need a pill
last evening closed a successful and taking
and I feel that it
etc. Look at this property.
prosperous year. The officers elected relief after one dose
Why not purchase the best?
THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
my boy." Refuse sub
FOR SALE Good lodging houae; also
DeWitt's Early Risers
for the ensuing year are: Chancellor saved the life of
Pharmacy.
good lodging and boarding house.
..NO TELEGRAPH CO.
Are little surprlsers.
commander, J. S. Candelarlo; vice stitutes. Alvarado
FOR SALE Fine house of 7 rooms,
prelate,
chancellor, George Dletzel;
Take one they do the rest.
$1,000.00 borrowed from the Mutual xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxr
with oath room, furnished; In High
W. H. Howell, Houston, Tex,, writes Fred Siegner; master of work, A. P. Bulldlnsr association of Albuquerque
lands; splendid location; trees, sta
Early
Pills
keeper
Riser
Hill;
seal,
of
John costs you only $13.35 per month." A. E.
records and
I have used Little
A.
B.
SLEYSTER.
ble, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; terms,
In my family for constipation, sick K. Stauffer; master of finance, R. H Walker, secrtary.
cash $50.. balance on Installments
headache, etc. To their use I am in Bowler; master of exchequer, Evarlsto
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
by the month, at 6 per cent interest,
RITA.
INSURANCE,
debted for the health of my family. J. Lucero; master at arms, Louis Ullbar- AT
SANTA
FIRE
ACCIDENT
until paid.
REAL ESTATE,
H. O Rlelly & Co. B. H. Brlggs & Co, ri; Inside guard, John Didler; outside
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Roblero Falls to Death In the
Amado
o
guard, John L. Zimmerman; trustee,
rooms and bath room; electric lights
Shaft In Chlno Mine.
CROMWULL BLOCK.
ROOMS
LAS VEGAS.
Evarlsto Lucero.
and all modern Improvements, in
Antomatie Telephone 174.
Amado Roblero, a Mexican miner
fine location. Price, o,500.
From the Optic.
Tucumcari Trouble.
employed by the leasers of the Chlno
adobe house on
FOR SALE
Work on the electric street car line
There has been a rumor on the mine, in the Santa Rita camp, was ac
corner of Fifth street and Slate aveseems to have been at a standstill for streets for the last two days that a cldentally killed last Sunday morning,
204 South 8econd street.
nue. This house Is modern built and
serious killing match took place at Tu says the Silver City Independent.
the last few days.
will be sold at a bargain.
The organization of the Bnia Britb
A few minutes prior a bucket of ore First Class Rooms and Board. Rates
KEPT HER CHILDREN.
Reasonable.
FOR SALE: The Kimball place, on
lodge will take place at the syna
had been hoisted to the surface and
house
gogue.
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
car, and
The Right Food Brought Them Back the contents emptied into a
MR8. G. E. HOPKINS, Proprietor.
hedges, stable; city water.
trees,
com
fine
A
A letter received from Rev. George
dump.
to
the
thence
taken
to Health.
Price, $2,250.
Selby says they were nicely received
Food purchased from curiosity sav panion in charge of the work at the
FOR SALE $1,000, bouse and lot on
In Tucson and are pleasantly 'located ed the lives of two children in a family mouth of the shaft, lingered to look at
(PILLS
YRQYAL
Third street, between Tijeras road
in an elegant home. They are much in Ulyssis, Wis.
some of the mineral, and while he was
airlv,iiT Mil IttiW
pleased, and Mrs. Selby 's health is
went
and Marquette avenue; good locar
automatically
doing
car
so
the
a
bought
says:
had
"We
The mother
luf ( 111 1(1 SIKH'S ISMJLISH
tu Itt'll
tlon for business.
4,14 ntialllo boiM. sm14
covering
the
greatly improving.
trapdoor
,
to
back
the
Grape-Nntsby
package of
attracted
- n tn.ii. 1 nkr
t'l.
other. Kfti
brick house
FOR SALE: Fine
utlttna mmm mil
Frank Griest, the plumber, left for its pleasant, suggestive name, and shaft which should nave been closed.
lnHTrifi'.t lNiilwtll
ur Dmrti.i. or va 4. is
(torn,
will be sold
south of Dostofflce:
Jimmy found it a pleasant food. As my five WTiile the companion was so occupied
by
I tvl
Watrous, accompanied
atm.M "- lrf
T1
p
I.H'Ut-stt
toiler, by p.
cheap.
Hume, who will assist him in his monthB' old baby liked It, I fed it to however, the deceased had opened the
tIr
itt
.:'! i nf mat a. Mold by FOR
SALE Beautiful corner near the
' i. A.. tA
plumbing contract on the Pond sanl her and found it as satisfactory as door and started to descend the ladder,
tht
park, on West Copper avenue, good
tarium.
. baby food, which
been us- - leaving the trapdoor open And failing
bricK uouse. with all modern 1m
Gross, Kelly & Co., of this city, have Itie and paying 50 cents for a much to notify his fellow workman. The re. DEVOE'S READY - MIXED PAIN
provements and will be sold cheap,
leased the entire timber privileges of bmaller package.
suit was that the car dropped Into the
urlck house near
the Mora grant, from both the Butler
"Shortly after this three of the chll shaft, striking Roblero and carrying One Gallon covers 30U Square Feet FOR SALE:
shops, with good stable and other im
estate and the T. B. Catron claim dren came down with the whooping him to the l.ottom ot he shaft, a die
TWO COATS
provements, on a corner; will be sold
feet, killing him in
Richard Dunn has been put in charge cough, my oldest one was taken with tancc of eighty-fivat a bargain.
and the ties, stringers, piling, bridges pneumonia, and the little 3 year old stantly.
FOR SALE Fine brick house near
No blame can be attached for the ae
and buildings timbers have an been stra'.ncd her stomach In some manner
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
contracted for.
so that she vomited blood, and could cldcnt, as It was due solely to the care.
with 3 lots. Price, $2,400.
The wedding of Miss Mamie Redman not retain anything on her stomach lessness of the deceased. Roblero was
FOR SALE 4 room frame house on
to Harvey Hewett occurred at noon to- She continuously cried with hunger, a man of family and a good workman.
North Fifth street; $1,000; good lo
day at the home of President Hewett. and it was terrible to see her grow
Poor Relation" Next Thursday.
cation.
The young man U foreman of the Kin weaker and weaker, until she did not "A
This Justly popular play which did
FOR SALE Some fine corner lots on
Kale ranch on the Pecos. The young have strength to keep Tier eyes open
RusseTT famWest Coal avenue; also some good
lady arrived yesterday from her home I was so overworked nursing all of more to make Sol. Smith
ever did In
he
else
anything
ous
than
was
ceremony
ranches for sale.
I
finally
woke
Iowa.
day
The
Bedfovd.
night
that
and
In
tlum
way of a play, w.l be the attracFOR SALE $2,750, lodging and board
up to the fact that a change must be the
perform' d by Kev. Norman Skinner
tion at Colombo hall on next Thursday
ing house in a good location and cenMrs. E. D. Webb and children, of Los wrought and that at once.
evening, and will be presented by
trally situated, near depot and shops.
I shall always believe that divine
Angeles, who bad been spending a
new brick house
FOR SALE
At Horace Lewis and a strong supporting
couple of days In Albuquerque visiting inspiration whispered 'Grape-Nutswhich Is managed by Mr.
1 company,
Lot 50x142 feet;
In Highlands.
part;
d'.U"
not give the solid
friends, reached this city yesterday fust I
$1,000.
aays at the Las poured boiling water on it and let it Russell's former manager, Fred tl.
They wiil spend a
Rela
FOR SALE 3 lots corner New York
Vegas hot springs and then continue Btaud until the water had drawn out Iierger. The comedy, "A Poorplay.
It
is a thoroughly natural
avenue and Seventh street.
their Journey east to Mrs. Webb's old gome of the strength, added some rich, tion,"
In
nothing
sensational,
Its
but
contains
brick house; lot
a
gave
FO.l SALE
one
little
the
home at Argentine. Kan., where she sweet cream, and
quiet, gentle exposition of the fine sen
5l)xl42 feet; $1,500.
will enjoy the scenes ot her childhood few spoonsful at a time. She kept it
stage
houBe, North SecFOR SALE
down and it nourished her, so that af timents it is of more value to the any
la
$1,100.
than
2
for
Grape-ct- s and to the audience
street;
lots
ond
I
her
could
feed
the
Goods.
while
a
Record.
ter
From the
See the
See the Price
with
melodrama, noisy
FOR SALE Brick house,
themselves until she got strong, amount of clap-traMrs. Frank lxjng has entered the
2 lots, south postoffice, at a bargain.
Single buggy harness $5.00 to $20.00,
employ of E. G. Murphy during the and she Is today as rugged as I could comedy or finely wrought problem
on
wich. Meanwhile, the oldest girl was iilays. Horace Lewis was selected
holidays.
Double buggy harness, $15.00 to $25. FOR SALE! 4room frame house
part by Mr. Mer
$1,300
street;
rehearsed
in
the
and
Edith
corner
or
South
swallow
daughter,
Clara,
harness,
head
Mounted,
her
to
turn
unable
and
X
C
Boardman
and Brats
Mrs.
to be simply $15.50 to $20.00.
FOR SALE Fine property close In;
left today for Los Angeles to spend the solid food, and for weeks her strength ger hlmsel, and is said
of
interpretation
Grape-Nuthis
in
marvelous
In
softened
brick house and stable, modern Ira
was kept up by
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
winter.
nrovements: alfalfa, lots of fruit,
Saddles, $7.00 to $40.00.
J. Alexander, who has been quite cream, given a spoonful at a time, un rtoah Vale." In the company will be
Horace
as
names
such
familiar
wln mill and tank: will be sold
found
enough
other
strong
got
to
take
reported
$7.50.
is
to
fever,
til
typhoid
the
Boys' saddles, $3.50
sick with
cheap.
food. Ibey are both well and strong l ewis. George R. Sprague, Thurston
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
much better today.
Hall, George Cowen, Horace Newman Blankets, etc., etc
FOR SALE Lodging house, 12 rooms
Santiago Martinez died of old age now, and I feel that I owe Grape-Nut- s
Smith, and Misses
Good location; cheap.
at his borne across the track, this for two of my hearty, healthy chil W. S. Miller, O. B. Fanny
B. Sprague
Harriott,
Marie
82
years
dven."
was
morning. The deceased
Name given by l'ostum Co., Battle Portia Albee, Henrietta Newman and
of age and leaves a large family.
Mbuquerqus '
40 Railroad Ave
Maude Calla.
H. W. Wright, an old time New Mex- - Creek, Mich.

The Union
Market

nooRE

M.

Real Estate
TV
rire insurance,
Loans

NEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.

FDR RENT 1 furnished house, 6
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue.
FOR RENT 1 furnished house and
stable, up to date; Third street.
brick, on South
FOR RENT
Fourth street; 15 per month.
brick, East Rail
FOR RENT
road avenue; f 18 per month.
adobe, corner
FOR RENT
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
Market; $12.
FOR RENT South Second street, 2
6
houses; modern improvements;
rooms each, at $20 per month.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms in good
locations.

Some sensible advice to
women passing through this
tryinz period.

to-da-

1
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Lenox Soap leaves the clotues soft,
tet and clean. Try it.

bv.

Try Mrs. Acker's potato cakes and
home made mince meat.

GALLUP.

4 I9U2

COOL.

O
O

Mutual Telephone

to Wctr.
,ETpressure

g XUtalnt
K
Severest
Hernia
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Q with Comfort.
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No
on
V Hips or Back.
I Moanderslraps.
I Never moves.
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Railroad Avenue,

Belen Roller Mills
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H. DUNBAR

When you want to buy Flour and Bran cr want to sell
Wneat, write to
'

JOHN BECKEK, Proprietor.

Toti & Gradi

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
and Qraln.
Imported French and Italian

DEALERS IN

GROCERIES

AND

BELEN, N. M.

Ooods.
HOUORS.

Sole scoots for

3aa Antonio Lime.
I

Free' Delivery to all Parts
Old Phone 247

of

the City.

North Third Street
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NEW POTTERY MAKERS.

Come from Laguna to Help Out
You can worry for months TheyAttractions
at Harvey's Curio
Rooms.
FANCY GROCERIES AND
about your weak child and not
are
PROVISIONS.
Amid the dust of antiquity yet in a
succeed in doing it a fraction modern
atmosphere the small Navajo
Gallup
at
out of the pit, he caught hold of the
work
become
has
The
923 8. Second St.
Albuquerqus.
heavy that a third switch engine was pilot and clung with all his might. of the good that comes from hogan and crumbled down pueblo,
which are to become a permanent
After the cinder pit had passed he was
PIONEER BAKERY putW.onS.Wednesday.
manager of dragged ninety feet on the ties and his little daily doses of Scott's feature of the Harvey curio rooms, are
Hopewell,
general
8IMON BALLING, Proprietor.
sttractlng the attention of the people
the Santa Fe Central railway, left for legs, being under the pilot, which was Emulsu.n.
Successor to Balling Bros.
very low, were badly crushed. The eninterested In the lives and customs of
a trip over the line.
the Indians.
finally
gine
stopped
was
and
Bacon
child
of
weakness
The cure
Rufus Goodrich, the efficient private
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
Two pottery makers arrived from
secretary to Division Superintendent was removed and sent home in a car
riage. He was quite badly hurt, but is not the matter of a day but Laguna this week and have already
We desire patronage, and we
I. L. Hlbbard. Is in the city.
Industrial
Joined Manager Swltzer's
s
unless Internal injuries were inflicted,
guarantee
baking.
of steady common-sens- e
J. P. Connolly, who has charge of it is thought he will recover.
treat tribe. They are accompanied by a
B07 8. First 8L,
Albuquerque, N. M.
one of tne SazU Fe Central stores, Is
young Indian girl, Katie Creager, who
The passenger department of the ment.
stopping a few days in the city.
was educated at the Carlisle Indian
Rock Island has purchased four addilike Scott's Emul school. She acts as an interpreter for
Children
Conductor John Blake and bride tional cafe cars to be used on the El
JOE RICHARDS, have returned from a pleasant honey Paso line. The cars are a combina- sion and thrive on it.
the squaws who will make the fine old
moon spent In southern California.
pottery for which the Lagunas are
tion dining and observation car.
Perfectly harmless yet power famous.
Louis Gold, of Santa Fe, has accept
Beginning Monday the wages of
ed a position with the Santa Fe Rail switchmen of the Baltimore & Ohio
The curio production corner In the
ful for good.
way company in the baggage room at

;

1134 West Railroad Avenue.

000000K0000
l HOTEL CLAIRE...
SANTA FE, N. M.
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED, 8TEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
BATHS AND
8ANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
ROOM
LARGE
SAMPLE
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN- -

9

GEO. E, ELLIS,

Proprietor and Owner.

"

k

Railroad Time Tables

Day.

The watchtower, with semaphore appliance to be maintained Jointly by the
Southern Pacific and the El Paso &
Northeastern at the crossing of these
two roads in El Paso, Just west of the
city, Is about completed.
Passenger train No. 7, due to arrive
here last night, did not arrive until
after 7 o'clock this morning. Stormy
weather In Kansas was the cause for
Its unusual lateness. No. 27, the El
(la Effect Not. 1, 1902.)
Paso train, was held until this morn
ing.
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express... . 7:15p.m.
Conductor T. C. Purcell, well known
No. 7, Mez. & Cal. Express.. 10: 06 p.m. In Demlng, who has the distinction of
No. 3, California Limited .... 10 : 60 a.m. running the first standard gauge train
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
now has the distinction of
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30aan. Into Clifton
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11: 65 p.m. running into El Paso the first standard
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m. gauge from southeast Arizona over the
El Paso ft Southwestern and making
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7 : 10 a.m. seventy miles an hour.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
In spite of the new trains the South'
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 p m- era Pacific has put on Its passenger
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m. traffic is so heavy that the tralnB have
No; 4, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m. to be made so long that the engines
No. 8, Chicago Express . . . . . 6 : 45 p.m. cannot pull them through on schedule
LEAVE GOING WEST.
time. The golden state limited is gen
No. 1, California Express .... 8:15 p.m. erally close to Its schedule, but the
No, 3, California Limited.... 11 :00a.m. other
trains seldom come near it.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
ilck headacne absolutely and perma
and No. 2 from the west.
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited nently cured by using Mokl Tea. A
pleasant herb drink. Cures constipaand they arrive daily.
tion and indigestion, makes you eat,
Local freight No. 99, going south, sleep, work and happy. Satisfaction
carries passengers.
guaranteed or money back. 25c and
F. L. MYERS. Agent
60e. Write to W. H. Hooker ft Co., Buf
falo, N. Y.. for free sample. J. rf
O'Rielly & Co. and B. H.
&

.....
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Co.

Tl.roi.31. Tourlsi

Sleeping
St. Paul

cars

Minneapolis
CHc&jo
Tourist Sleeping Cars
Nicely equipped and
Providing every
Comfort

John Bacon, a Santa Fe employe at
Emporia, narrowly escaped death last
Friday night. He was at work in the
north cinder pit, east of the round
house, when engine 2408 passed over
the pit and had her "pan pulled." In
stead of taking her to the round bouse,
after the cinders had been dumped,
is the custom, the herders started to
bring her back to the coal chute for
coal. Bacon, who was not expecting
the engine to return, did not discover
it until it was nearly upon him, and
then seeing that it was too late to get

SANTA FE

EOJECTRDC

LIGHTED
TRADNS
Are operated by the

BEAUTY TRIUMPHS,

Between

TEXAS
And the

North and East
Between

BIRMINGHAM, MEMPHIS,!
And tK

and West
NortHDttwMn
-

OKLAHOMA
And the

North

and

Bast

Obsfcrvatioo cafa cars, under the
management of Fred Harvey. Equip
ment of the latest aai best design.

,.
'Tim m PrfomJmmm Frees
Beauty is woman's greatest charm. The
world adores beautiful women. A pretty
woman dreads maternity for fear of losing
this power. What can be done to perpetuate the race and keep women beautiful i
There is a balm used by cultured and uncultured women in the crisis. Husbands
should investigate this remedy in ordei
to reassure their wives as Jo the ease
with which children can be born and
beauty of form and figure retained.

Mother's
Friend
the name by which this preparation

is
known.

is

It diminishes the pain allied to

motherhood. Used throughout pregnancy
it relieves morning sickness, cures sore
breasts, makes elastic all tendons called
upon to hold the expanding burden.
Muscles soften and relax under its influence and the patient anticipates favorably
the issue, in the comfort thus bestowed.
Mother's Friend is a liniment for external application. It is gently rubbed
ver the parts so severely taxed, and being
absorbed lubricates all the muscles.
e Druggists sell it for ft per bottle You
nay have our book "riotherhood" free.
IHE MAOFIEIO REGULATOR C0

sTUNU,

6A.

Southwestern and of the Big Four railroads were Increased to the Chicago
scale. It makes an Increase of 3 cents
an hour and a reduction of two hours'.
The Santa Fe expects to effect a sav
ing of $500,000 a year In the operating
expenses of the Pacific division as
soon as it has completed the conver
sion of all its locomotives into crude
oil burners. On the Gulf division the
use of oil in the locomotive furnaces
has resulted in a saving of $300,000 a
year already.
One man was killed and eight others
seriously injured by the wrecking of a
Wabash work train near Council
Bluffs, Iowa. The train while backing
up ran Into a cow. The caboose was
derailed and William Hadnell. of
Mo., a stationary engineer for
the pile driver, was killed instantly
The injured are laborers.
Quite an excitement was stirred up
In the Rock Island yards at Wichita
the other day by the ditching of the
big engine No. 1502. The engine ran
through a switch in the yards and it
required the united power of two en
gines to get her back on the track
again. There was no damage done be
yond cutting up the tracks a little.
A remarkable piece of bridge build
ing has been done by the Santa Fe'
work train crew out of this city. The
bridge at Thornton, N. M., which
burned, was 225 feet long, spanning a
shallow arroyo, and it was almost com
pletely destroyed. The crew, with
three superintendents of bridges to dl
rect the work, rebuilt the bridge en
tlrely of railroad ties, there being no
bridge timbers at hand, and the Job
was done In the remarkably short time
of twenty-fou- r
hours.
Mo-berl-

Send for

SCOTT & BOW

N

Tn

Sample.

E, Cht..nist,

TALK OF
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A NEW LINE.

Santa Fe Said to Be Surveying Toward
Fort Worth, Texas.
The Santa Fe is projecting a new
extension from a connection with the
main line at Springer, N. M., to a point
on the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe at
Fort Worth, Texas. The route lies
east from Springer to a crossing with
the Fort Worth ft Denver near the
Colorado state line, thence southeast
through Woodward and Hobart, Okla.,
to Fort Worti. The line la partially
surveyed and propositions are being
made to Oklahoma cities regarding the
consolidation.

.

To Get Rid of a Troublesome Corn,
First soak it in warm water to soften
it, then pare it down as closely as pos
slbly without drawing tne blood and
apply Chamberlain's Pain Balm twice
daily; rubbing vigorously for five mln
utes at each application. A corn plast
er should be worn for a few days, to
protect It from the shoe. As a general
liniment for sprains, bruises, lameness
and rheumatism. Pain Balm is un
equaled. For sale by all druggists.
o

The Industrial department of the
Is locating
several large
creameries in Texas, where that bus!
ness has been found to be very profits'
ble. Another Texas enetrprlse assist
ed by this brancn of the Santa Fe ser
vice is the reclamation of 200,000 acres
of river bottom land near Wallis; a
canal twenty-fou- r
miles long has been
built, with pumping works, and the
ground is being prepared for rice cul
ture. Industrial Commissioner Merrttt also reports the near completion of
a large window glass factory at Inde
pendence, Kan., attracted to that city
by the large supply of natural gas
found there.

Santa Fe

A Good Cough Medicine.
(From the Gazette, Toowoomba,
Australia.)
I find Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Is an excellent medicine. I have been
suffering from a severe cough for the
last two months, and it has effected
a cure. I have great pleasure in re
ommendlng it. W. C. Wockner. This
is the opinion of one of our oldest and
most respected residents, and has been
voluntarily given in good faith that
others may try the remedy and be
benefited, as was Mr. Wockner. This
remedy is sold by all druggists.

WIRE IS LOST.
Nine Tons for 8an Bernardino Shops
Can't Be Found.
Owing to the fact that about nine
tons of wire Is tied up on the Santa Fe
line somewhere between San Bernar
dino and Chicago, the work of wiring
the Santa Fe shops in the former city
will probably be delayed for a fort
night. Along with the wire Is seven
dynamos which will he placed at dif
ferent points about the plant and in all
probability the electric transfer table
which will be installed between the
new coach and paint shops.
Supt. C. M. Grow, of the San Ber
nardino Gas ft Electric company,
which has the contract for the lighting
Improvements, has returned to San
Bernardino from Albuquerque; and re
ports that the material and machinery
had not yet been "billed into" this city
when he left for the west.

8aved at Grave's Brink.
"I know I would long ago have been
In my grave," writes Mrs. S. H. New
som, of Decatur, Ala., "if it had not
been for Electric Bitters. For three
years I suffered untold agony from the
forms of Indigestion, waterbrash, atom
acb and bowel dyspepsia. But this ex
cellent medicine did me a world of
good. Since using it I can eat heartily and have gained 35 pounds." For
indigestion, loss of appetite, stomach,
liver and kidney troubles Electric Bit
ters are a postive, guaranteed cure,
A Timely Topic.
At this season of coughs and colds Only 50 cents at all druggists.
It Is well to know that Foley's Honey
RAILROAD OFFICIALS.
and Tar is the greatest throat and lung
remedy. It cures quickly and prevents Making Tour Over Coast Lines Before
serious results from a cold. Alvarado
Close of the Present Year.
Pharmacy.
General Manager Arthur G. Wells
General Superintendent F. J. Shep- The Santa Fe and Southern Pacific pard. Mechanical Superintendent O. R,
roads propose to fight the Texas rail Joughlns and Division Superintendent
road commission regarding its require I. S. Hibbard, all officials of the Santa
ment that they shall deliver loaded oil Fe coast lines, arrived from the west
tank cars to connecting lines. The this morning in private cars attached
roads claim that inasmuch as tbey are to passenger No. 2 and are quartered
the two largest owners of tank cars at the Alvarado. They are here to
capable of transporting the oil product meet Third Vice President J. M. Ken
It
unfair for the commis- drick, who will arrive from the east
sion to require them to turn over their this evening. Mr. Kendrick is on one
cars for the use of connecting lines of his periodical trips of inspection
who have not sufficient equipment of and accompanied by the western offl
their own to handle the Beaumont and ctals, will tour the coast lines.
As the
other oil districts product.
It will be remembered that Mr. Ken'
matter now stands the roads are being drick visited Albuquerque some weeks
sued In the sum of $5,000 each for vio ago, coming from Hi Paso with Presi
lation, of the commission's order.
dent Ripley, but on account of Impor
tant business matters east, did not ac
A kidney or bladder trouble can aJ company
President Ripley over the
ways be cured by using Foley's Kidney coast
lines.
Cure in time. Alvarado Pharmacy.
CHAM BER LAIN '8
The Santa Fe is figuring on obtain' 8TOMACH
AND LIVER TABLETS
ing a new sand blast machine for the Try
them
purpose of cleaning the rust and scalWhen you fell dull after eating.
ing from the Iron bridges on the sys
When you have no appetite.
tem before they are repainted.
The
When you bare a bad taste In the
paint was formerly put on over the
rust and scales, but this was very un mouth.
When your liver Is torpid.
satisfactory.
It is thought that the
When your bowels are constipated.
machine to lie used will be patterned
When you have a headache.
after the one which .Is now In use at
When you feel bilious.
the Topeka shops for cleaning tanks
They will Improve your appetite,
before they are repainted.
The ma- cleanse
and invigorate your stomach
chine was invented by J. W. Gibbons,
and regulate your liver and bowels.
foreman of the locomotive painters, For
sale by all druggists.
and has been In use at the shops for
H.
T. Mclntyre, St. Paul, Minn., who
the last three years. It Is different has
been
troubled with a disordered
from all other machines as to the
power and several other things such as stomach, says: "Chamberlain's Stomand Liver TaMets do me more
the regulating of the amount of sand ach
good than anything I have ever taken."
to be thrown. Several men who are
druggists.
Interested in the new scheme were For sale by all
o
down to the Topeka shops last SaturOrders taken for every known make
day for the purpose of inspecting the of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
machine.
Hardware convicy.
-

Indian rooms was a scene of activity
today. The adobe pueblo in course of
erection, the pottery makers mould
ing the valuable water Jars and the
ever patient Navajo blanket weaver
and hair worker In their picturesque
hogan, all diligently employed at the
work in which they are accomplished.
There was no friendship expressed
between the Navajos, who arrived
from a short visit to the reservation
last night, and the Lagunas, who were
already at work with grinding stone.
pestal and mortar and moulding boards
turning the loose clay Into beautiful
Jars. The Navajos, who have absolute
faith In Mr. Switzer, were soon consoled and their disgusted looks soon
turned into smiles, when they were in
formed that their favorite place would
not be disturbed by the new people. It
was interesting and amusing to watch
them as they set side by side today.
One weaving the beautiful and valuable Navajo blanket, one making a
bridle from brilliant colored horse
hairs and the less attractive squaws
working in the clay. Out of the corner
of their eyes they would watch each
other like hawks, and an expression of
Jealousy could be detected. The Nav
ajos are more aristocratic than the Lagunas and it may be possible that they
never will meet on the same social
basis.
The Pueblos are quartered in the
new adobe erected this week on the
Indian village site. The girl from the
Carlisle school Is well educated and
speaks the English fluenUy. She Is a
most Interesting person to talk with,
as her views of things and affairs are
broad and unlike most Indians of to
day.
This Indian curio promises to be
come the most interesting place of the
curio establishments of the country
Albuquerque a as already won a promt'
nent name as a curio center.
THEY ALL 8 AY SO.
Not Only in Albuquerque but In Every
City and Town in the Union.
It the reader took the time and
trouble to ask his fellow residents of
Albuquerque the simple question given
below, he would obtain the one answer.
If he would read the statements now
being published In Albuquerque which
refer to this answer, it would surprise
htm to note that they number so many.
AsTnany more could be, and may be,
published, but in the meantime ask the
first person you meet what cures back
acheT The answer will be Doan's Kid'
ney Pills. Here Is a citizen who en
dorses our claim.
Mrs. J. Hall, of 619 South First
street, says: "One of my daughters
suffered from backache for about eight
months or a year. Sometime it was so
bad that she was completely prostrat
ed for a day or so at a time. I read
about Doan's Kidney Pills In our Albu
qucrque newspaper and thought if
they only performed half what they
promised they might help my daughter
and we went to the Alvarado Phar
macy for a box. In a remarkably short
time the medicine took effect and a
continuation of the treatment a little
longer stopped the backache. We are
pleased to recommend Doan's Kidney

Pills."
For sale by all dealers.

Price

60

Co., Buffalo, N
cents. Foster-MilburY., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and take
no other.
25
n

Don't forget that Miss M. C. Flem
the milliner, 216 South Second
street, is selling goods at cost.
Ing,

The Mutual auiidlng association of
Albuquerque is managed at a verj
small expense. The stockholders and
borrowers thereby deriving the special
benefits that most loan association!
pay to their officers and solicitors
Buy some stock in the series
begun In October, take out a loan and
own your home by making small
monthly payments, instead of paying
rent. A. E. Walker, secretary,
o

FRISCO SHOE 8HOP.
Get your thoes repaired at the Frisco
shoe shop. Best material and workmanship guaranteed
at reasonable
prices; 401 West Railroad avenue, corner Fourth street.

For the youth who Is particular
about bis winter overcoat, we have
gathered an assortment out of which
he will be sure to find just what be
wants. Lightweight and heavy; gray,
brown or black, and every style into
which an overcoat can be made, will
be found here. And our prices are extremely low considering the value you
get. Prices range $3.50 up. Simon
Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.

!

December 10 Reception and bell
visiting passenger traffic men

tendered
The growth of The Mutual at
Commercial club.
Life Insurance Company of December 11 "A Poor Relation," a
New York is one hundred Colombo hall.
time's greater than that of the December 16 "Brown's In Town,
at Colombo hall.
United States.
December 17 "Star Boarder," at C
Th population of the United Steles In lljo wae

lombo hall.

23,191,876
ipuhtlon of the Uuited

Stat--e

December 19 "Hello Bill," at Colombo hall.
December 26 Dance by Woman"!
Relief Corps, at Colombo hall.
December 30 Basket ball, at Colombo hall.
December 31 Ball given by Woodmen of the World at Colombo hall.

in t

76,3i,387

first-clas-

Lamy.
Charles Peterson has gone to Las
Vegas, and Is now occupying a clerical
position in Division Superintendent
Fox's office.
A. J. Gilbert, superintendent of water
service on the El Paso & Northeastern
system, has resigned and gone to California to reside.
W. H. Watson, of Pittston, Pa., a di
rector of the El Paso & Northeastern
system, was a visitor in Alamogordo
for several days last week.
Conductor R. C. Daniels, of the El
Paso & Northeastern, has sold his Ala
mogordo residence property to a Mr.
Barnes, recently of Rockwell, Texas.
Stenographer George Weatherbee, in
the Alamogordo offices of the El Psbo
& Northeastern system, has gone to
east Texas to attend the funeral of an
uncle.
Mrs. Florin Lane, wife Of Machinist
Florin Lane, at the El taso-RocIsl
and shops in Alamogordo, went to El
Paso for a few days' visit with her
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Harry

COMING EVENTS.

Enormous

.

CIGARS

1

Aeaet

of The Mama! Life Iniuranre Company
New York in 1850, when 7 year old, waa

tt

$1,278,388

Coughs, Colds, and Constipation.
Few people realise when taking
cough medicine other than Foley'
Honey and Tar, that they contain
opiates which are constipating besides
being unsafe, particularly for children.
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
opiates. Is safe and sure and will not
constipate. Alvarado Pharmacy.

ta of The Mutual Life Innirance Camps
New York, January l, 190a,

$3q2,828.Q7I

The largest. Krrnncrr.cr I if
Insurance Co. in the world.

The Mutual Life Insuranci
Company of New York
RlCIIAaD A.

Peninsula' baca heaters burn lest
VrClmnv. T
fuel, give more
and ventilate your
Darby A. Day, Mgr., Albuquerque, N. M. rooms. Whitneyheat
Company.
THE PAROCHIAL SCHOOL

We are sols agents tor Wheeler sV
Whson sewing machines. Albert Fa-be-r,
Excellent Work of the Catholic School
305 Railroad avenue.
o
of Albuquerque.
Tin, gaivanixeo iron and copper
One who has once been fully Inter work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
ested In the development of education ny.
especially as a teacher, can never
wholly lose all Interest in its subse
We make the best door and window
quent progress.
Hence, considering screens. They are far superior te any,
maae
in tne east at tne same price.
present circumstances I have deemed
Albuquerque Planing Mill company. A.
it advisable to say, at the present mo- T.
Telephone No. 4,63.
ment, a few words In regard to St.
Mary's parochial school, and especial
Carpenters' and macnlnlsts. tools of
ly because of the extensive improve- all
kinds. Albuquerque
Hardware
ments about reaching' completion, with- company.
in It.

tip to the last summer vacation St.
Mary's school was set aside for the
boys of the parish, but since then It
has assumed the work of a general
parochial school. The present attend
ance Is 165, forty eight of whom are
children belonging to Spanish speak
ing families. Thus the attendance is
proportionately representative of the
community surrounding the school..
Large Improvements to the building,
Including two new class rooms, a lib
rary and a large assembly hall are now
about completed. The hall is especially
worthy of notice, being large and beau
tifully lighted and suitable for all
kinds of dramatic entertainments. The
improvements will afford room for the
increase of attendance, resulting from
the natural appreciation of the efforts
being made on behalf of pupils. The
hall will be used for entertainments
given by the different parochial socle-tie-

s.

Specially competent teachers have
been secured for the different branches
of study. In this regard. It may here
be mentioned that the business department, bookkeeping, typewriting, etc.,
has been given Bpeclal attention. Rev.
A. M. Mandalarl, S. J., who was some
years ago a professor In one of the
colleges of Denver, supervises the
whole school. He has an office in the
school, and takes special care to see
that each department has special supervision. He has charge of the course
of studies and regulation of discipline
and is very assiduous in attention to
the progress of the school.
Considering all the Improvements
and other efforts being made in behalf
of the pupils it Is well that they be
brought prominently before the Catholics of the parish and all others inter
ested in the school. Catholics are all
aware of the advantage of having a
school adapted specially to the needs
of their own children. Yet they do not
seem to appreciate fully the efforts be'
ing made for their children.
This
may be partly due to a lack of know
ledge of necessary details concerning
the branches of study or management
of the school. Hence It Is hoped that
this article will obta'.n their attention
to such an extent as to cause them to
examine Into the merits of the school
more closely.
With Its large extensions and careful supervision the future of St. Mary's
school ought to be very promising,
Where general competitive examine'
tlons are used in common, for both
public and Sisters' schools the latter
have as a rule an excellent grading
so much so that they have met with
the sincere congratulations of public
school authorities. We have not these
examinations here, but that does not
in any way preclude a similar stand
ard of excellence.

Home made bread, cakes and pies
601 Keleher avenue.

at Mrs. Ackers,

Boys' and Youths' Overcoats.

Just received, a handsome assort
ment of boys' and youths' overcoats,
comprising all the latest styles, from
the long, loose coats so very popular,
to the short reefers. All qualities and
every price. Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
3,265 Men'e and Boys' Fins Shirts
are too many for any store to handle,
especially if they haven't the room for
em. But remember go they must
and 39c for a fancy shirt Is Just like
getting money from borne. The Lion

Store.
The Davenport Sofas.
seems to come under the bead of a
long felt want. It is not a classic in
furniture designing. Just a great big
luxurious, roomy affair, whose sole
mission Is to do away with that tired
feeling. We have them in all styles
and shapes; will fit any place la the
house. Also a fine line of leather easy
chairs, rockers and couches. Don't
fall to see them before making your
i
purchase. Futrelle Furniture Co.
PROPOSALS FOR BIDS, NEW MEX
ICO PENITENTIARY.

Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 22, 1902.
Sealed proposals will be received by
the board of New Mexico penitentiary,
commissioners, at the office of the superintendent until 10 o'clock a. m., Monday the 8th day of December, 1902, for
the furnishing and delivery at the New,
Mexico penitentiary, of supplies hereinafter mentioned, or so much thereof
as said board may deem sufficient.
Payment for said supplies will be
made in cash. Delivery of all supplies
except perishable articles must be made
within sixty days after date of award ;
to commence at such time as the superintendent designates. The delivery;
of beef to begin on January 1, 1903.
Samples wiii be required of all articles marked with an asterisk, and
these should be labeled showing name
of bidder, price, etc., and must be delivered to the superintendent not later than 9 o'clock on said day. All bids
must be made strictly in accordance
with conditions on blank proposals,
which will be furnished by the superintendent on application; bids otherwise made will not be entertained.
A bond will be required from all successful bidders, within ten days after
date of award, for the faithful fulfillment of contracts.
60,000 pounds fresh beef, prime quality, necks and shanks excluded.
5,000 pounds brsn.
j
5Q cases laundry sosp.
j
.
3,000 pounds hominy.
;i j
'
10,000 pounds beans.
A. L. McILHARGY.
30 cases roasted coffee.
10 cases tomatoes, standard qualiVACCINATION AND DANDRUFF.
ty.
There Is a Sure Prevention of Bald
6,000 pounds granulated sugar.
ness as There Is of 8mallpox.
1,000 pounds rice.
It is now accepted that vaccination
100 pounds K. C. baking powder.
renders the vaccinated person exempt
100 pounds black pepper, whole.
from smallpox; or at worst, he never
1 dozen standard pints vanlla exhas anything but the lightest kind of tract
a case. Now as sure a preventative
10 cases canned corn.
end cure for dandruff, which causes
150 pounds laundry starch.
falling hair and baldness, has been dis
300 pounds salsoda.
covered Newbro's Herpiclde. It kills
150 pounds macaroni.
the dandruff germ. C. H. Reed, Victor,
50,000 pounds flour.
Idaho, says: "Myself and wife have
50 pounds tea.
been troubled with dandruff and fall1.000 pounds D. S. Bacon.
ing hair for several years. We tried
The board of penitentiary commisremedies without effect until we used sioners reserves the right to reject aayi
Newbro's Herpiclde, two bottles of and all bids. In submitting bids
for
which cured us." Hundreds of similar above supplies bidders should
write
testimonials. Send 10 cents in stamps plainly oa envelope the following:
for sample to The Herpiclde Co.. Dept. "Bids for supplies for New Mexico
"F," Detroit. Mich.
Penitentiary," with name cr names of
to svold the opening of same
Acorn base burners. The world's bidders,
"oy mistake.
Samples may be sent sepstandard. Whitney Comapny.
arately, duly marked and numbered,
Any man wno doesn't take advant- to the superintendent.
By order of the board of penitentiary
age of our great shirt sale by laying in
a supply for the next twelve months, commissioners.
ought not to wear any. The Lion
H. O. BURSUM,
Superintendent
Store.

The thrifty buyer knows that the
"Lion Store" is the money saving spot
Where else on this green earth can
you buy the finest $1.50 men's shirts
No tuberculosis Dreservallne or
at 48c The Lion Store.
orlng In Matthews' Jersey mlU

'

o

enJ.

Boys' shoes a big assortment
MandeL's.

at

M.
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character and very talented and had
won a large host of friends during her

THE MAN WHO FIGHTS ALONE.
The fellow who fights the tight alone,
With never a word of cheer.
With never a friend his help to lend,
With never a comrade near
'Tla he hn need of a atalwart hand
And a heart not given to moan-- He
struggles for life and more than life,
The fellow who fights alone!
The fellow who fights the world alqne
VMth never a father's smile.
With never a mother's kindly tone
His sorrowful hours to guile.
Who joins the frny at the dawn of day
And battles till light Is flown.
Must needs be strong for the fight la long,
The follow who fights alone!

D'eoember Delights
,

h Felt Shoes

Ah. bitter enough the combat Is
With every help at hand.
With friends at need to bid godspeed,

and Slippers

With spirits that understand;

LEATHER SOLE AND HEEL

$1.50

Hut fiercer fight Is the fight to one
Who struggles along unknown
Oh, brave and grim Is the heart of him,
'
The fellow who fights alone!

MEN'S FELT SLIPPERS, LEAT HER SOLE AND HEEL

$1.25

God bless

MEN'S

FELT SHOES, LEATHER SOLE AND HEEL.,

MEN'S

FELT ROMEOS,

$1.75

the fellow who fights alone.
And arm his soul with strength!
Till safety out of the battle rout
He conquering comes at length;
Till far and near Into every ear

75c'

MEN'S SLIPPERS, FELT 80LE
WOMEN'S FELT JULIETTES, FUR TOP, HAND TURN

$1.50

The fame of hla fight Is blown,
Till friend and foe In the victor know
The fellow who fights alone!
New York Sun.

WOMEN'S FELT JULIETTES, FUR TOP, MACHINE SEWED. . .$1.25
LEATHER SOLE

WOMEN S FELT SLIPPERS,

90c

WOMEN'S FELT SHOES, LEATHER SOLE

$1.25

WOMEN'S FELT 8HOES, LEATHER FOXED

$1.35

CHILDREN'S FELT SLIPPERS. FUR TOP

$1.00

FUR TOP

60c

FELT SLIPPERS,

onoooonooooaoooaoo
FRESH OR CANNED.
000030000003000000
You can't tell the difference when

cooked between our brands of canned
vegetables and fruits and the fresh articles. Canning is such a science with
the best packers that in canned and
bottled goods you get practically what
you could from garden or tree. Our
regular customers know this; we
would like you to find out for

J

L.

BELL & CO.

Nob. 118 and IiO South Second SL

Ready for Business...
An an inducement

for your trade at

our place, we will continue our 10 per
cent discount sale for cash, thus giving
you the benefit of less expense at our
new location, 222 8outh Second street,
Opposite Postoffice.

T
CITY NEWS.

V-

-t

;

MONEY TO LOAN.

...

.

Muensterman
On diamonds, watcnea, etc., or any

Subscribe for The Citizen.
Lok into Klein wort's market on
North Third street He has the nicest
tree!i meats In the city.
ork we are
In alexlcan drawn
showing a big assortment.
Albert
faber, 80S Railroad avenue.
We earry the largest variety of linoleums and oil cloths In this city.
Albert Faber. AOS Rnllrnad avenue.
For the small amount of from 90c to
$1.50 you can buy a pair of our neat,
comfortable felt slippers and enjoy
these long evenings. No other Invest
ment will give you so much comfort
and satisfaction. Do not fall to ex
C. May's Popular
amine oar stock.
Priced bhoe Store, 208 West Railroad
avenue.
Keep out the wind by having your
window glass put in by C. A. Hudson.

.

o

food security; also househoM goods
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue.
Have your window glass put in by
C. A. Hudson. He guarantees no cold
wind In your bouse after his work.
Gentlemen! let us laKe your measure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
(Homestead Entry No. 3942.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa. Fe, N. M., Nov. 7, 1902.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
ct his Intention to make final proof In
support of his Claim, and that said
proof will be made before U. S.
at East View, N. M., on De
cember 22, 1902, vis: Augustina Sis- neros de Vallejos, widow of Carlos Val
lejos, deceased, for the NE"4 sec. 31,
r

Home made bread, cakes and pies
at Mrs Ackers, 501 Keleher avenue.
0

notice.
The Rico Caf a serves the best meals
In the city at 16 and 26 cents. Short T. 3 N., R. 6 E.
He names the following witnesses to
orders. 6 cents up. 111 North First
street .
prove hla continuous residence upon
o
and cultivation of said land, vis: Mar
MONUMENTS.
;
All kinds of stone and Jiabie work tin Sanchei, Jesus Maria Chaves y
Prices' moderate. Shon and vard cor Garcia, Juan Luna, Canuto Contreras
Her Fifth street and Railroad avenue all of Manzano, N. M.
.
H. Q. MAURIMO.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
.

HOLIDAY
GOODS

Owen B. Smith, representing "A
Poor Relation," spent yesterday in the
city and left for El Paso last night.
Miss Louise Harris, one of the accommodating clerks at the Lion store,
who has been on the sick list the past
two weeks, is back at work again.
F. H. Kent, the Third street real es
tate and Insurance agent who was on
the sick list the past week, was up and
around among his friends yesterday.
Territorial supreme court will meet
in January.
Attorneys are Informed
that The Citizen Is well prepared to do
brief and transcript work In short or.
der.
The annual meeting of the Sunday
school hoard of the Lead Avenue Methodist Episcopal church for the election
of officers will be held' tonight at the
church.
District Judge Daniel H. McMillan,
of Socorro, Is in the city today. He
says that the weather has been unusually cold at that place. He will go
to Santa Fe tonight.
A. B. McGaffey, of the Hyde Explor
ing Expedition, shipped In a fine con
signment of drawn work from Mexico,
where he has been for the past week,
collecting a supply of holiday goods. '
Mrs. J. H. McCutchen is enjoying a
visit from her mother, Mrs. M. J. Martin, of Socorro, and her sister, Mrs.
D. H. Harroun, of Mexico. They expect to remain in the city some time.
The Mutual Life Insurance company
has come out with a fine large appre
ciative calendar for 1903. . It bears the
highly tinted picture of an Indian and
the inscription, "The First American
Insurance Company."
Miss Maud Summers will sing "Lead
Kindly Light" by Protheroe at the
Elks memorial services in Colombo
ball Sunday afternoon. John Douglas
Walker will render "The Lord is My
Light" by Allltsen. The public are invited.
Mrs. A. J. Frank accompanied by her
daughters, Misses Edna and Dorothy
Frank, arrived last evening from
They will spend several days
in the city enjoying the many privileges not found in their former residence.
Rev. R. Renison
is delivering a
course of lectures every Friday at 3:30
p. m. In St. John's Eplspocal church on
the gospel of St. John. The subject of
the lecture tomorrow will be "Christ,
the Light of the World." All are invited regardless of creed.
Undertaker A. Borders Is in receipt
of a letter from Germany giving an
account of the deatu of Phillip Han- schild. It will be remeultered by a
great many of the city that the young
man spent some time in Albuquerque
and returned to bis home in Germany
last fall. He was In delicate health
when he left here.

creations; Pure Linen Handkerchiefs, Initials, Hand Embroidered, the latest novelty. Smoking Jackets, new designs. Bath
and Lounging Robes, very useful.

.

'Mr

Other necessary articles too
numerous to mention. Select
goods now and have them ready

:
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about Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral for colds,

READY-TO-WEA-

coughs, croup, asthma, bronchitis, consumption. He knows.
i

rust him.

Mo.,

ice,

SI.

Undertakers
and

Wash day Is a hard day at best.
Don't make It harder by using poor
soap. Lenox is &. good honest soap.
10
Your grocer has It, , ,
o

10

ing.

varieties fresh fish Friday
San Jose Market.

Embalmers
20 Years' Experience in

Faultless Ready-to-WcClothing
ar

AND BE YOU LONG OR SHORT, FAT
OR THIN, WE CAN FIT YOU PER-

FECTLY. THE MATERIALS ARE
OF THE SAME HIGH QUALITY, AND
THE WORKMANSHIP IS OF HIGH-ES- T
POSSIBLE GRADE, 8H0WING
SPLENDID TAILORING SKILL.

'

Prices are from $10 to $30 cheaper
THAN

MADE

--

TO

--

ORDER

READY-TO-WEA-

201-21-

1

North Second
BOTH PHONES.

St

E. J. POST

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH,

.

& CO.
Proprietors.

hardware:

v

American Jewel Base Burners, Radiant Home Base
Burners, Cole's Hot Blast Heaters, Soft Coal
and Wood Heaters, Quick Meal Steel
Ranges, Banquet Steel Ranges,
.....and Cook Stoves
REPAIRS
FURNISHED
FOR ALL

jlp

Fwt-Z-

MAKES OF

THE MOST

!

f Q WfYT&

8TOVES
BLACKENED
AND SET UP

Mrs. H. E. Sherman, dressmaker and
ladles' tailor, No. 217 South Second

R

.SIMON
STERN..
The R R. Ave. Clothier.

CLEANED,

morn-

GARMENT8.

JUST COME AROUND WE SHOULD LIKE TO 8HOW YOU
FAULTLESS
SUITS,
80ME OF THE FEATURES OF THESE
SHOW YOU THE GRACEFULLY BROAD, ROUNDING SHOULDER8,
THE CLOSE FITTING COLLAR, THE FULLNESS ACROSS THE
CHEST, AND ALL THE OTHER LITTLE THINGS, WHICH DEMONCLOTH E8.
STRATE THE SUPREMACY OF

8TOVES

this City

R

E

J. C. Ayer Co.,
Low.ll, M.M.

&S

COMPETENT
MECHANICS

GOOD WORK.

street.

A large assortment of pretty winter
felt hats at cost prices. Miss M. C.
Fleming, the milliner, 216 South Second street.

BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS

MONEYIOLOAN

PRESENTS NOW

On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains in watches
of every description.
A. H. YANOW
209 South Second street, a few doors
north of postoffice.

To Is Porcelain Bedroom

ALARM CLOCK

C. H. CONNER
DR.The Pioneer
Osteopath f
New Mexico

Cures by the
All

Diseases

Which are

Only $2.00

mmmm
A

Science of Osteopathy
Known as

Handsome Line of
Gilt Edge Clocks

curable.

From...

Send for Osteopathic literature.
Consultation Free.

Whiting Block
Office: 21-2ls)BsjsjBsjsjs)sjis)'stS)ssjs)sisjS)))S)asjisiS).

$1.50 Up

3

PREPARED

THE DIAMOND.
PALACE
Railroad Avenue

..S. VANN & SON..
Jewelers and
Druggists

EAR

POSTOFFICE.

BOTH 'PHONES.

FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS TRADE.

WE ARE ACKOWLEDGED LEADERS IN DIAMONDS
If you contemplate buying Diamonds, either solitaire or in cluster, in Ring, Brooch, Earrings or Stud, we
you. Our sto; k is very large and very select, and you will find our prices Right. In
Watches we have the fineBt line in the territory Watches suitable for ladies or gents as low as $5.00 and
up to $20(1.00, but we can sell you a good, perfectly reliable-golfilled watch at from $i0.00 to $15.00. Call

ran surely please

and see them.
In Silverware, Tea Sets, Knives and Forks, Cut Glass, Purses, Chatelaines, and Novelties of all kinds in
You will find our prices right on these goods. We
the jewelry line we have a large and varied assortment.
;
have a very large line of Finger Rings and Souvenir specialties.

for Christmas.

WASHBURN

WHO YEAR AFTER YEAR SPEND
MONEY NEEDLESSLY ON 'EXPENSIVE
SUIT8.
THEY THINK IT IS HUMILIATING
TO
WEAR
CLOTHES, OR THAT THE MAAND
TERIAL, THE TAILORING.
THE FIT IS NOT OF THE BEST.
READY-MADCLOTHING HAS HAD
ITS SHORT COMINGS. BUT THIS IS
AN AGE OF PROGRESSIVENESS. NO
LONGER
IS IT NECESSARY TO
GIVE $25 to $60 FOR
GOODS. WE OFFER YOU NOW

Ask your doctor

n

We are sorry to have to announce
the death of Miss Kate Munson, the
president of the W. C. T. U. of this
city, and one of the prominent workers
In the Lead Avenue Methodist Episco
pal church, which occurred this morning at 8 o'clock at her late residence
on South Third street.
Miss Munson was a lady of very fine

EVERITT
Albuquerque's
Leading Jeweler

There are Some Men

Cherry Pectoral

The many friends of Osmun Skinner,
W. V. Wolvln, D. it. S.. Dental Surgeon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant assistant of J. W. Edwards, funeral director, who Is confined at the sanitar'lock. Bntfc 'phones.
ium with typhoid fever, Is slightly Imo
Return of "Cissy" Loftus.
proved, and that his condition is not
London. Dec. 4 Miss Cecelia Loftus considered dangerous.
sails for New York today to rejoin E.
Twenty-twII. Sothern's company, in wh'.ch she Is
tj play Ophelia to Mr. Sothern's Ham- Days to Christmas day. Our holiday
let and Julia to his Romeo. Miss Lof- goods are arriving daily, and we will
tus has been a member of Sir Henry show one of the nicest stocks to be
Irving's company since leaving Amer- found in town. Our line of toys will
be unusually large, embracing all the
ica last spring.
latest novelties as well as all the old
time favorites. Our chlnaware assortment is especially fine. We will show
a line of Rogers' silverware that is
Fresh Salmon,'
Channel Catfish,
as fine as anything shown in the exFine Smelts,
clusive jewelry store. Thousands of
Sea Perch,
handkerchiefs from 6c to $1; gloves
Red Fish.
and mittens from 10 cents to the very
Sea Bass,
finest heavy double ellk for $1.35. No
Rock Cod, i
fancy profits on anything.
Lake Trout,
THE MAZE,
.Flounders,
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor:
Patent Case Oysters,
For Sale.
Smoked White Fish. Flaked Halibut,
An elegant sideboard and a twelve-foo- t
Lunch Herring, Milchner Herring, Norextension dining table, cheap.
way Mackerel, Finnan Haddies, Cod
Fish: Dressed Turkeys, Ducks and Mrs. W. F. Swltzer, 615 North First
street.
Chickens. San Jose Market.
o
A large assortment of pretty winter
St Mary's New Hall
Will be opened December 18 with an felt hats at cost prices. Miss M. C.
216 South Secentertainment that everyone will en- - Fleming, the milliner,
Joy. The best musical and specialty ond street.
talent in the city have volunteered
Water Consumers.
their services to make it a big success
Water tax is due, payable between
and everyone will receive $1 worth 1st and 5th of month, at office of unof entertainment for 60 cents. Tickets dersigned.
WATER SUPPLY CO.
on sale at Ruppe's1 drug store and O.
GENTLEMEN1
A. Matson's.
Call and examine our new fall samFranco-Americasoups,
ples 2300 patterns to select from.
HENUINE
Ox Tall. Clam Chow ' Our tailoring Is unexcelled. The
der, Chicken full, quart tins 25c each,
style, price and quality, compels
can be obtained only from the San Jose " you to be our customer.
Market.
Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 215 8.
Second 8treet.
It Costs Nothing
to have your eyes' thoroughly examined. Twelve years of experience as
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
and frame fitter with A. S.
Aloe company, St., Louis, Mo. With B.
Ruppe.
A. Al WINTERER,
307 West Railroad Ave.

Miss Kate Munson.

Just received from New York
Fine Silk Neckwear, the latest

Air-

X

Algo-done-

District Court.
Judge Baker's court was taken up
during the morning with the arguing
of a motion for a new trial in the case
of Fisher vs. The Cochitl Mining company, wherein heretofore the plaintiff
recovered a Judgment of $5,ono for personal Injuries received while working
in the company's mill.

Ayers

o

90

MISSES' FELT SLIPPERS, FUR TOP
BABY'S

LOCAL HAPPENINGS.

residence in Albuquerque. She had
been 111 only two weeks when death
came.
She came here with her brothers,
who were In poor hpalth, who now
mourn her loss.
Funeral services will be held at the
undertaking parlors of J. W. Edwards,
North Second street, at 2 p. m. tomorrow. The remains will be taken east
to the home of her aged parents in
Iowa on the evening train.

190
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Builders' and General Hardware
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
HERDERS

....EVERITT....
THE DIAMOND PALACE

AlbuquerqueHardvvare Company

HINERS
RAILROAD AVENUE

TENTS

WALL
WEDGE

AND WAGON COVERS,
AGENTS FOR 8AVAGE RIFLE 8 AND CARBINES.
120 WE 8T GOLD AVENUE.

